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The current generation of gamma-ray instruments have produced a treasure trove of
astrophysical discoveries. Among them are a new class of objects tentatively designated
high-mass gamma-ray binaries (HMGBs). Thought to be systems containing the colliding
wind of a massive star and a young pulsar, these objects are distinguished by emission >
1 MeV dominating their spectral energy distributions. We present a multiwavelength study
of a newly detected gamma-ray source, HESS J1844-030, utilizing Chandra, Fermi, and
VERITAS to show that its spatial, spectral, and flux variability properties are compatible
with a classification as a HMGB. The current generation of instruments have identified only
8 high-mass gamma-ray binaries. For progress in understanding HMGBs as a source class to
continue, a future large-effective area GeV observatory is necessary. The Advanced Particle-
astrophysics Telescope (APT) is a proposed instrument with broad energy coverage and large
effective area, holding the potential to probe the population of all such sources to beyond
the center of the Milky-Way. Over the course of its development at Washington University,
prototype designs of the imaging calorimeter component have been tested in 2018 at the
CERN North Area beam line and at altitude on-board the 2019 SuperTIGER-2.3 flight.
Exposure to the 150 GeV/nuc A/Z = 2.2 CERN SPS beam shows charge resolution up to
xiv
Z = 12 and linearity in the signal response up to lead. The 2019 SuperTIGER-2.3 flight
demonstrates the successful integration of the electronics design, reconstruction of saturating
pulses from the tail of the scintillation signal, and position localization within the imaging
calorimeter plane to < 3 fiber widths. Using the simulated sensitivity of the full 3 m × 3 m
APT instrument, the ability to extend the observational horizon for HMBGs performance is
examined.
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Look round at the courses of the stars, as if thou wert going along with them;
and constantly consider the changes of the elements into one another;
for such thoughts purge away the filth of the terrene life.
—Marcus Aurelius, Roman Emperor,




1.1 High mass gamma-ray binaries: a recent class of
objects
The study of binary systems has been a staple of astrophysics for nearly 50 years[15], but
only recently has a new class of objects come into view thanks to the current generation
of gamma-ray instruments. While binary systems have been long been observed in the x-
ray band, the relatively recent observations of the gamma-ray sky are still being brought
into focus. While the theoretical understanding of these systems is still in flux, efforts have
been made to speciate gamma-ray emitting binary systems; with the potential of the next
generation of instruments to further this effort.
Gamma-ray astronomy can be divided into various energy regimes wherein different phys-
ical processes dominate — both in the production of the source radiation and in their de-
tection. The exact boundaries of these regimes are not stringently defined, often changing
between institutions and investigators. We will use: medium energy (ME, ∼ 0.5 MeV – 100
MeV), high energy (HE, 100 MeV – 100 GeV) and very high energy (100 GeV – 300 TeV).
An extensive review of gamma-ray binaries has been performed by Dubus[1][16].
Broadly speaking, gamma-ray binary emitters can be — by current understanding —
grouped into four classes of objects[17]. Three of these classes had been identified prior to
the new data from current generation of gamma-ray instruments: (1) Novae, powered by
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rekindled thermonuclear processes on the surface of white dwarfs from an accreting compan-
ion; (2) colliding wind binaries, whose gamma-ray emission is due to the high-outflow stellar
winds of massive stars; and (3) microquasar systems, wherein in-falling matter from a stellar
companion accretes onto a neutron star or black hole. The fourth category — notionally
called high-mass gamma-ray binaries (HMGBs) — have only come to prominence due to
current gamma-ray observatories.
These objects are thought to consist of a young, rotation-powered pulsar in orbit with
a massive star[18]. The colliding winds of these objects are speculated to be the primary
source of high energy (HE) and very-high energy (VHE) emission. Theoretically, it is thought
that particles accelerated through the magnetosphere of the pulsar collide and form shocks
with the high out flow winds of the massive O and Be companion stars, see figure 1.1. Like
other binary systems, emission is strongly modulated by orbital period and orientation. This
fact provides a unique laboratory to test the involved physics in a dynamic way, allowing
observers to see the time evolution of shocked systems and potentially probe the nature of
pulsars’ magnetospheres, and to make predictions that can be tested in subsequent orbits.
Yet, despite their potential as a new class of objects relevant to advancing our understand-
ing of high-energy astrophysical environments, only eight such systems have been detected
so far. The low population of identified systems means that authoritative statements on
the origin and nature of these systems is still tentative; and the discovery of new systems a
tantalizing prospect for bringing high-mass gamma-ray binaries into a more complete focus.
While gamma-ray binaries discovered by current generation instruments provide a glimpse
of the total population, next generation instruments hold the potential to expand this class
of objects beyond studies of a few relatively bright, nearby systems. Instruments like the
Advanced Particle-astrophysics Telescope (APT) — with its broad energy coverage, large
effective area, and near all-sky instantaneous field of view — provide the ability to probe
deeper, both spatially and temporally, than any similar previous instrument.
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Fig. 1.1: The possible system configurations to explain the observed HE and VHE emission
from high-mass gamma-ray binaries. Left: A young, highly magnetized pulsar and massive
star in co-orbit forming a colliding wind system. Current observational evidence favors this
configuration. Right: A microquasar system wherein infalling matter from the massive
companion accretes onto the compact object, potentially forming jets. Reproduced from [1].
1.2 Observational history and population overview
High mass gamma-ray binaries are a relatively new class of astrophysical objects, coming
to prominence in the early 2000s due to newly available ground-based imaging atmospheric
Cherenkov telescope (IACTs) arrays such as VERITAS, H.E.S.S., and MAGIC and space-
based instruments like the Fermi gamma-ray space telescope. The first detection in VHE
of one of these systems was that of PSR B1259-63 with the H.E.S.S. array in 2004[19]. The
dominance of the gamma-ray output compared to other frequencies results in these systems
being often serendipitously detected as unidentified gamma-ray sources, and only later iden-
tified as stellar binary systems through multiwavelength follow-up observations. Of the eight
known gamma-ray binaries, HESS J0632+057, 1FGL J1018.6-5856, PSR J2032+4127, and
4FGL J1405.4-6119 have been discovered this way[20][21][22][23].
Distinguished from X-ray binaries by a non-thermal spectral energy distribution peaking
in the MeV regime along with significant GeV and TeV emission, gamma-ray binaries are
thought to be defined as systems consisting of a Be/O-star and a compact stellar object. All
known HMGBs have so far conformed to this model, as shown in table 1.1. All detected
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systems show large variability at X-ray and gamma-ray energies linked to the orbital period of
the system, which ranges between a few days to several years, with PSR J2032+4127 having
only been observed once in its ∼50 year orbit while at periastron[24]. All known systems
show strong gamma-ray modulation with varying levels of correlation between energy bands,
suggesting an emission model that is highly dependent on orbital inclination and geometry.
Despite the compact object being thought to be a young pulsar with high spin-down power,
only two of the eight systems have positively identified pulsations; these systems are PSR
B1259-63 and PSR J2032+4127[25][26].
Spatially, in terms of their galactic distribution, the population shows tight confinement
to the galactic plane, with all known gamma-ray binaries lying within |b| < 2◦. Available
astrometric measures by the Gaia space telescope show typical distances < 3 kpc[14]. All
sources are shown to be point-like (< 1′ ◦) at higher energies, with emission lying close to
their companion object.
All eight HMGBs are detected in the radio, x-ray, and TeV bands. Within these bands
emission is typically temporally correlated, with maxima in the fluxes occurring contempo-
raneously. This suggests a common particle population responsible for emission across all
of these bands. Figure 1.2 shows this correlation across the radio, x-ray, and VHE bands.
High energy (HE) GeV emission is not as well defined. Emission is present in some systems
while others, like HESS J0632+057, show extremely low or non-existent GeV fluxes. In those
systems where GeV emission is present, it can either be unmodulated or anti-correlated with
the x-ray and TeV emission. Figure 1.3 shows this VHE-HE phase desynchronization in LS
5039. In addition, the spectrum is also modulated on the orbital period; figure 1.3 shows a
hardening of the spectrum during inferior conjunction.
The typical model used to explain the non-thermal emission involves both a synchrotron
component and inverse Compton scattering processes, creating a double peaked spectral
energy distribution. The lower peak ∼1 MeV is attributed the synchrotron emission and the




1.3 The colliding wind system
The colliding wind systems thought to be responsible for the observed gamma-ray emission
in HMGBs are highly complex. Many details of the emission model are still unknown and
until more systems are detected a tension exists as to whether particular observations are
representative of the class or are idiosyncratic. As mentioned previously, all known binaries
have been observed at TeV energies with modulation based on their period. Detection at
HE has also been tentatively established for all sources, often with the HE out of phase with
the VHE emission.
From [1], the prevailing model for the non-thermal emission is of a young, rotation pow-
ered pulsar with a strong magnetic field (∼ 1011 − 1013 G) that gives rise to a pulsar wind
in binary orbit with a massive O or Be star with its own stellar wind. The dominant radia-
tive processes involved in the generation of the non-thermal spectrum from radio to x-ray is
synchrotron and inverse Compton scattering at TeV energies. Structurally, a HMGB can be
compared to a pulsar wind nebulae (PWN) embedded within a temporally dynamic system.
As the pulsar moves closer to the companion star the two winds collide, forming a shocked
environment where particles are accelerated to the necessary energies with Lorentz factors of
γ ≈ 107[50] required for the observed GeV and TeV emission and synchrotron emission of ∼
MeV. Typically, the dense photon field of the star (ε? ≈ 9 eV [1]) is invoked as the population
of seed photons with which the electron population interacts via inverse Compton or pair
production. The exact details and relative importance of the competing particle acceleration
and energy loss mechanisms in the shock are still a topic of active research with no definite
model to explain all observed phenomena. At the bow shock between the compact object
and companion, a dual shocked wind model is commonly advanced which supposes that the
pulsar and stellar wind shocks act as separate potential sources for particle acceleration that
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Fig. 1.2: Top: The spectral energy distribution for HESS J0632+057 showing the disconti-
nuity in the spectrum, typically explained by combined synchrotron and inverse Compton
emission. Reproduced from [2]. Bottom: X-ray and VHE light curve of HESS J0632+057







































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 1.3: Left: The anti-correlated HE and VHE emission in LS 5039. Right: The VHE
spectrum at inferior and superior conjunction. Reproduced from [4].
result in a complex spectrum. The location of the shock, or standoff distance, in the aligned





where Ė is the pulsar spindown energy loss, Ṁ is the stellar mass loss rate, vw is the
stellar wind velocity, and Rs and d are the pulsar-shock distance and the orbital separation,







where η = Ė/Ṁvwc[51]. Within the pulsar shock, the arriving particles from the pulsar wind
are accelerated — typically by invoking diffusive shock acceleration. The minimum distance















where n > 1 is an acceleration efficiency parameter. This timescale puts an upper limit on
the electron energy, see section 1.3.2. The particles — typically considered to be electrons —
will under go multiple crossings, gaining energy multiplicatively each time they cross. Each
also has a constant probability of escape during each crossing. This gives rise to a powerlaw
distribution.
While the pulsar wind shock is capable of accelerating electrons to sufficient energies to
produce the GeV spectrum; the complementary stellar wind shock has also been shown to
be capable of producing sufficiently high maximum electron energies for GeV emission[52].
Multi-zone models have also been put forward to explain the phase difference between
the GeV and TeV emission commonly seen in gamma-ray binaries. A second shocked re-
gion further away from the stellar-pulsar system where the line-of-sight opacity due to pair
production is lower has been advocated to explain the TeV emission in LS 5039. In this
model, TeV emission originating further from the stellar photon field allows for the emission
to reach the observer without pair producing off the eV stellar photons[4]. In all of these
models, the spatial extent of the emitting region is also an open question; one which affects
the constraints on system parameters like magnetic field strength B and the stellar mass
flow Ṁ .
1.3.1 Pulsar physics
As shown in [53] and [1], pulsars can be roughly modeled as a rotating magnetic dipole
with angle α separating the dipole and rotation axis. This model is typically used for the
order-of-magnitude estimates for observed luminosities. In such a model the pulsar emits
10
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where Ω is the pulsar’s angular velocity and R its radius. The energy present in the system
and being released is the rotational kinetic energy (K = (1/2)IΩ2) of the pulsar present at







If the pulsar’s radio pulsations are detectable in the gamma-ray binary system (which in
the majority of systems are not) Ω and Ω̇ can be directly measured. Only two pulsars,
PSR B1259-63 and PSR J2032+4127, have had their periods and spin down rate measured.
Measurement of these quantities remains elusive likely due to free–free absorption of the
radio pulsations present in the environment around the companion star. Only systems
wherein the orbital parameters allow the pulsar to clear this environment are expected to
have detectable radio pulses and thus determination of Ω and Ω̇. Regardless, eqn. 1.6 shows
that measurement of Ω and Ω̇ allow for the estimation of the pulsar’s magnetic field. Young
pulsars have magnetic fields of B ≈ 1012 G, as opposed to older, recycled millisecond pulsars
(B ≈ 109 G)[1]. Determination of Ė also places an upper limit on the energy the pulsar
can provide to the binary system and thus the expected luminosity of the system. Most
of the released energy of the system is expected to be carried in the wind. The fraction of
energy carried in the wind as particle kinetic energy vs the magnetic field, known as the





where Γ is the bulk Lorentz factor of the charged particle population (assumed to be elec-
trons) and ne is the number density[1][54]. The electrons moving along the open field lines of
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the pulsar are thought to be cold: they are frozen into the field lines and do not radiate. This
is thought to explain the absence of emission from the intervening region between pulsars
and their surrounding nebulae in pulsar wind nebulae. It is speculated that emission from
this intervening region could be possible via inverse Compton scattering in the presence of
a dense photon field[55]. Indeed, a possible source of the observed GeV emission is inverse
Compton scattering between these electrons and stellar photons[56][1]. Nevertheless, at the
location of the shock the magnetization fraction drops and energy transfers into the charged
particle population; setting up an environment for the shock.
1.3.2 Synchrotron emission
Fig. 1.4: Radio contour maps at 3.6 cm of emission from LS I +61 303 at different phases of
its orbit. The cometary tail traced out by the synchrotron emission is evident, particularly
as the pulsar approaches the massive star. Reproduced from [5].
12
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Synchrotron emission is a major component of the non-thermal spectral energy distribution
(SED) of gamma-ray binaries and critical in mapping the morphology of the system and
understanding the radiative environment within the colliding wind system. Within the bow
shock of the system, radiative losses from synchrotron cooling compete with the particle
acceleration mechanisms in determining the electron population’s energy. This is particularly
true for the highest energy electrons in the distribution when synchrotron emission becomes
the dominant form of energy loss for the electrons. The angle-averaged power emitted by a








where σT is the Thompson cross-section[57]. A characteristic cooling timescale can then be
constructed as






with β ≈ 1. Equating this timescale with 1.4 provides an upper limit on the maximum









provided the magnetic field strength B is known and some estimate on n exists. In diffusive
acceleration models, n is considered  1[58].
The synchrotron emission is of particular interest due to its ability to potentially map
the cometary tail created in colliding wind system in the radio regime. Figure 1.4 shows a
radio map of LS I +61 303, confirming its nature as a colliding wind system.
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1.3.3 Inverse Compton scattering
Fig. 1.5: Figure showing how an anisotropic stellar photon field modulates VHE gamma-
ray emission. The observer is located to the right at infinity. Grey-scale corresponds to
the opacity seen by a 300 GeV traveling to the right. Minimum VHE screening occurs for
emission emanating from inferior conjunction. Reproduced from [6].
Inverse Compton (IC) scattering provides the mechanism for producing the highest energy
component seen in high-mass gamma-ray binaries’ SEDs. The complement of the familiar
Compton scattering process, by which photons scatter off of a free electron and transfer
energy to it, inverse Compton scattering is the process by which high energy electrons up
scatter lower energy photons to higher energies. This process is presumed to be responsible
for producing the high energy peak in the HMGB SED. The seed photon population is
generally considered to originate from the stellar companion; though synchrotron emission
















where uB = B2/8π[59]. In the central bow shock, near the stellar companion, Compton
losses dominate the electron cooling as u?  uB. However, this is only true for lower energy
electrons in the population’s energy distribution. As electron energy increases bringing
the inverse Compton scattering with the ≈ 9 eV stellar photons into the Klein-Nishina
regime, the cross section is reduced at these higher energies. This results in synchrotron
emission becoming the dominant pathway for electron energy loss; this provides the second
characteristic break in the SED.
The TeV gamma rays created in the VHE regime are high enough in energy that opacity






where ε? is the energy of the stellar photon, εVHE is the energy of the TeV gamma-ray, and
θ is the angle between the two photons[1]. For the ∼9 eV UV photons of a O or Be star
this corresponds to ∼29 GeV and for an 1 TeV gamma ray just 0.26 eV. The question of
how TeV emission is observed — or indeed where it takes place — in the context of pair
production screening is an open topic. The angle dependent nature of the pair production
cross section and energy threshold combined with the orbital motion of the system likely
plays a critical role. Because the stellar photons are anisotropic, preferred angles relative to
the line of sight exist. One possibility is that at inferior conjunction, at the apex of the bow
shock, TeV photons interact tail-on with stellar photons, reducing pair production opacity
[6]; figure 1.5 shows the opacity for 300 GeV photons under this model. Another possibility
15
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arises if there is a second particle population responsible for the TeV emission. In this model
a shocked region at the tail of the system interacts with stellar photons head-on, but at a
distance where the photon field density is low enough or at a high enough inclination to
allow for the VHE radiation to escape. The expected maxima in the VHE light curve would
then occur at superior conjunction. To date, VHE observations seem to favor the former, as
three system’s VHE maxima seem to occur at inferior conjunction[60].
At certain orientations, pair production cascades could also serve to decrease the effective
opacity to VHE photons. Here, photons of TeV energies deep in the stellar photon field pair
produce. The resulting high energy electrons in turn inverse Compton scatter the ambient
photons, albeit with energies less than the original TeV gamma ray. This process repeats in
a cascade until GeV photons that do not see a high pair opacity can escape.
1.3.4 Companion characteristics
To date, all eight detected high-mass gamma-ray binaries have been identified as O or Be
stars. These stars are massive, highly luminous stars with strong stellar winds. Stellar mass
can be in excess of 10 M and surface temperatures of >40,000 K. The high luminosities of
these stars power strong stellar winds with mass loss rates in the range of 10−8−10−5 M yr−1
and velocities up to > 2,000 km s−1[61][1]. Complicating the orbitally modulated emission
is the presence of circumstellar discs in the case of Be stars. The interaction of the pulsar
passing through or near these discs can further modify the light curve; repeated GeV flaring
in PSR B1259-63 ∼30-70 days after periastron is thought to be due to the compact object
moving through this disc[60].
When detectable, an analysis of the radio pulsar provides the best constraints on the
orbital parameters of the system. Analysis of the time of flight measurements allow for
the best constraints on orbital period, eccentricity, and inclination. Doppler shifting in
the massive stars’ spectral lines due to radial velocity shifts can also constrain the orbital
parameters. Absent of either of these, modulation in radio, x-ray, or gamma-ray light curves
16
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can provide constraints on orbital period.
In this dissertation, I performed an analysis of HESS J1844-030 multiwavelength data
as well as APT lab and field data. In chapter 3, I performed analysis on archival Fermi
data and newly attained VERITAS data to look for variability in HESS J1844-030. The
VERITAS data was attained as part of an ongoing TAC request that I led. Additionally,
I performed a re-analysis of archival Chandra data to construct a spectral energy distri-
bution of HESS J1844-030. In chapter 4, I analyzed laboratory measurements in order to
characterize the performance of APT as a gamma-ray detector. Results of photoelectron
calibration, wavelength-shifting fiber attenuation lengths, and the detector response to 662
keV Cs-137 x-rays are reported. Chapter 5 gives an overview of the CERN beam test ex-
periment. My principal contribution to the construction of the experiment was designing
the acquisition software. Analysis and data correction of CERN beam test data that I took
was performed using principal component analysis and discrete time correlation of the muon
events. The results of this cross-correlation of APT data with HNX is presented. For the
APTlite flight, described in chapter 6, I integrated the TARGET/T5TEA boards into the
experiment and wrote the ground-control flight software, as well as performed a large fraction
of the instrument monitoring during flight. In that chapter, I describe the time-correlation
and Voigt-fitting methods I developed to reconstruct, measure, and localize the cosmic-ray
events that were collected in flight. Using a model of the galaxy derived from [13], the abil-
ity for the full APT instrument to detect high-mass gamma-ray binaries using the results of





Above ultraviolet energies of a few eV, the atmosphere becomes completely opaque. Over-
coming this atmospheric limitation then becomes the most basic design driver for gamma-ray
observatories. In the ME and HE gamma-ray bands, space-based instruments allow oper-
ation without any atmospheric attenuation. In VHE, the atmosphere, despite completely
attenuating the primary gamma-rays, becomes a vital component to observations by acting
as a vast electromagnetic calorimeter and Cherenkov detector.
The energy of the primary gamma-ray determines the dominant process for its interaction
with matter and thus varies between bands. In the ME band, Compton scattering acts
as the primary interaction mechanism and imaging relies on reconstructing the Compton
angle by ordering the multiple scatters within the instrument for a detected event. At GeV
energies, pair production becomes the dominant process and particle tracking techniques
that minimize Coulomb scattering become the basis of detection. At very high energies
direct containment of the primary within the instrument becomes infeasible due to the
penetration depth of the gamma-ray and the extent of the particle cascade generated. Instead
the atmosphere acts as the converter material and the resultant air shower is imaged via
Cherenkov radiation in the visible band.
In the succeeding sections a brief overview of current HE and VHE observatories pertinent
18
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Fig. 2.1: Left: A rendering of Fermi’s Large Area Telescope with its three major com-
ponents: the tracker, the calorimeter, and the anti-coincidence detector. Reproduced from
[7]. Right: An expanded view of the LAT calorimeter showing the x-y planes and housing.
Reproduced from [8].
to this work are given.
2.1 High energy gamma rays: The Fermi Gamma-ray
Space Telescope
The launch of the Fermi gamma-ray space telescope in 2008 heralded a new era in gamma-
ray astronomy. Having detected more than 5,000 gamma-ray sources to date, Fermi has
been extremely fruitful in its 12-year mission[62]. Owing to this productivity is Fermi’s
primary instrument the Large Area Telescope (LAT) and its wide (60◦) field of view, scanning
∼20% of the sky at any point in time[63]. To maximize coverage, Fermi typically operates
in a rocking mode, covering the entire sky every three hours[63]. Like other gamma-ray
instruments, Fermi is unable to focus or direct interactions in the instrument and thus
effectively acts as a particle detector. Figure 2.1 shows the overall LAT instrument.
Fermi-LAT operates as a pair telescope. With the conversion of the primary gamma-ray,
the goal is to track the resulting e− e+ pair through the detector. From the trajectories of
the charged particles, the direction of the primary can be reconstructed. The most probable
19
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where Eγ is the gamma-ray energy in MeV[64]. As the particles move through the bulk
of the detector they are subject to multiple Coulomb scattering, resulting in a Gaussian
smoothing of their arrival direction. To reduce the effects of Coulomb scattering, high Z
passive converters are distributed throughout the instrument as thin, low radiation length
(X0) layers of tungsten foil. The combination of high Z material in thin layers optimizes
pair conversion relative to Coulomb scattering. In total 16 foil layers are used, 12 0.18X0
are located at the front portion of the instrument while 4 0.28X0 thicker tungsten layers are
used in the back of the instrument to aid in converting higher energy gamma-rays. This
thicker material, however, results in a containment angle approximately twice as large for
back converting events. The 68% front containment angle in degrees is approximated by [64]
θ68 =
√
(3.5(Eγ/100 MeV)−0.8)2 + 0.152. (2.2)
The 68% (total) containment is ∼1◦ at 1 GeV[65]. Particle tracking is accomplished by
x-y silicon strip detectors (SSD) occupying the space between the tungsten foil layers. The
interlacing of silicon strip detectors with the tungsten layers allow for particle tracking imme-
diately after pair conversion. Two extra silicon strips are placed at the back of the instrument
for a total of 18 pairs. The total Fermi-LAT instrument is constructed from 16 of these
vertical stacks of tungsten-SSD layers, see figure 2.1.
At pair creation, most of the energy remains with the e− e+ pair so accurate measurement
of the particles’ energies can provide good reconstruction of the primary gamma ray’s energy.
A 8.4X0 calorimeter is positioned at the back of the LAT, behind the final SSD tracking
layers[7]. The calorimeter consists of a total of 1536 CsI:Ti scintillator bars. Like the tracking
module, the calorimeter is segmented in 16 modules arranged in a 4×4 grid. Within each
module are 4 x-y layers with each dimension containing 12 of CsI:Ti bars. The module
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structure is supported by a carbon fiber housing. Each end of the bars are read out by a
photodiode assembly that contains a large and small area photodiode. The dual photodiode
design expands the dynamic range of the instrument, allowing low and high light yield events
to be recorded by the large and small photodiodes, respectively.
In the high radiation environment of Fermi’s orbit, charge-particle events can appear
at rates exceeding the event rate by 103 − 105[8]. An anti-coincident detector (ACD) that
encloses the LAT is used to provide a veto against these spurious charged particle events.
The ACD consists of 89 segmented plastic scintillating tiles read out by 1 mm wavelength
shifting (WLS) fibers. The ACD is segmented to prevent self-veto from backsplash x-rays
originating from gamma-ray showers within the tracker — x-rays that scatter back from
within the tracker and Compton scatter in the ACD segments. By only considering events
that generate signals along the path of the primary particle this effect is greatly reduced. The
previous generation instrument, EGRET, did not have this segmentation, and as a result
effectively had no sensitivity above 50 GeV[8].
2.2 Very high energy gamma rays: Imaging
Cherenkov telescopes
As gamma-ray energies increase, the practicality of constructing an instrument to contain
a sizable fraction of the shower becomes unrealistic. At the same time, the possibility of
leveraging the atmosphere itself as a detector component becomes achievable. Ground-based
imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs) measure the Cherenkov light generated
from extensive air showers (EAS) that occur when VHE gamma rays interact with the
upper atmosphere. When the primary VHE gamma-ray pair produces, the daughter e− e+
particles begin radiating via bremsstrahlung. The resulting radiation is sufficient to pair
produce itself, repeating the process. A cascade develops and the charged particles, moving
faster than the speed of light in air, produce Cherenkov light. This projects a pool of light
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Fig. 2.2: Example of a parameterized gamma-ray event in the VERITAS camera. Repro-
duced from [9].
onto the ground that is detected by the telescope(s).
VERITAS is an array of 4 12 m optical reflecting telescopes located at the Fred Lawrence
Whipple Observatory near Amado, Arizona. VERITAS began operations in 2005, and com-
pleted an upgrade in 2009 to bring it to its current configuration. VERITAS operates in an
energy range of 85 GeV – > 30 TeV with an energy resolution of 17% at 1 TeV. The 68%
containment angle at 200 GeV is 0.13◦ and 0.08◦ at 1 TeV[66].
The shower development of an EAS is fast — typically < 5 ns — and quite dim, with
a photon density on the order of the night sky background[9]. Event detection, then, is
reliant on fast sampling electronics and sensitive photodetectors. Blue-UV photomultiplier
tubes provide the required sensitivity and flash analog-to-digital (FADC) electronics allow
for the necessary time sampling and continuous digitization of the PMT signals. Final
event trigger is accomplished by an increasingly complex trigger scheme: pixel-level, camera-
level, and array-level triggers successively build until the array-level trigger begins read out.
When multiple adjacent PMT signals in multiple telescopes rise above a constant fraction
discriminator threshold a trigger signal is sent to all telescopes to initialize data read out.
Air shower events projected onto the focal plane of VERITAS appear as elongated streaks
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that point back to the source. The roughly elliptical shape of the images can be parame-
terized by a moment analysis that results in the determination of "Hillas parameters", see
[67][68]. Figure 2.2 shows an example of this parameterization. Using the stereoscopic imag-
ing of the VERITAS array, shower direction can be found from the weighted intersection of
the major axes in the camera plane[9]. The shower core, defined as the intersection of the
primary particle’s trajectory and the ground, is determined from a similar intersection in the
ground plane. The impact parameter is defined as the distance from the shower core to the
telescope. Similarly, the shower maximum is the altitude where the air shower reaches its
maximum brightness[69]. These distance parameters are crucial because they allow for the
determination of an event’s brightness, which is the main proxy for the energy of the pri-
mary gamma ray. Energy reconstruction is accomplished with pre-computed lookup tables
using the Hillas-parameterized event and its derived quantities. The simulations must also
incorporate models of VERITAS’ instrument response.
Cosmic ray interactions in the upper atmosphere represent a significant source of back-
ground contamination. Discriminating between these two sources of extensive air showers
is crucial for the success of ground-based Cherenkov imaging. While both gamma rays
and hadrons produce extensive air showers, their location of interaction in the atmosphere,
shower development, and direction allow for their identification and rejection.
The cosmic-ray flux impinging on the atmosphere is nearly isotropic, and so use of an
angle cut between the event-pointing separation can be used to cull a significant amount
of hadronic background. The lateral development of hadronic showers is also greater than
that of gamma rays and also tends to interact deeper in the atmosphere. Using these facts,
gamma-hadron separation is further performed by scaling an event’s Hillas length and width
parameters by their expected gamma-like profile as determined by simulations. Bounding
upper and lower cuts are performed on the events, and only those surviving the cuts advance
to the signal extraction.
Using the gamma-hadron separated data, the statistical significance of a putative source
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where NOn, NOff are the counts within a defined source and background region, respectively.
The parameter α is defined as the ratio of the acceptances within the NOn and NOff regions.






3.1.1 Multi-wavelength observational history
The discovery of HESS J1844-030 as a distinct gamma-ray source came in 2015 during
the H.E.S.S. Galactic Plane Survey[70]. The H.E.S.S. collaboration reported the source
as point-like with a steady ∼1% Crab flux detected at 7σ with an energy threshold of
Eth=0.4 TeV, as shown in Figure 3.1a[71]. Spatially, it is potentially associated with radio
source G29.37+0.10, a supernova remnant (SNR) candidate. Subsequent investigations have
shown multi-prong evidence of a binary nature. Figure 3.2 shows the multi-wavelength
detections around, and compatible with, HESS J1844-030. An initial x-ray analysis by
Manel Errando and Hannah McCall established a potential compact x-ray counterpart with
no evidence of extended x-ray emission[72]. Archival analysis of multi-mission x-ray data and
pointed observations have shown significant variability, though the cadence of observations
has not been high enough to establish variability timescales or periodicity. Figure 3.3 shows
HESS J1844-030’s x-ray lightcurve with factor of ∼3 increase between low and high flux
observations. Like all known gamma-ray binaries it is located close to the galactic plane (b
= 0.09◦) and a non-thermal power law spectrum in the x-ray band. Its point-like nature
has been shown in the HE regime with Fermi-LAT observations; such observations show
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.1: (a) VHE image of HESS J1844-030 from HESS galactic plane survey. Adapted
from H.E.S.S. Galactic Plane Survey. (b) Pan-STARRS i-filter image showing the star field
at the location of CXO J1845-031 (1′′ white circle). A star with an asymmetric profile in the
direction of CXO J1845-031 is co-spatial with the x-ray source.
a steady, spatially coincident power law source. Work by undergraduate students Hannah
McCall and Ethan Ellis have shown a co-located stellar companion in the infrared. Pan-
STARRS imaging around the field of HESS J1844-030 showed a star co-located at the x-ray
point-source position. The x-ray position lies < 1′′ to the north-east of the center of the
star’s centroid position, as shown in Figure 3.1b. An asymmetric stellar profile in the offset
direction of HESS J1844-030 suggests the possibility of a secondary star behind the Pan-
STARRS imaged star. To date, no imaging capable of resolving these two stellar objects
have been taken; future high resolution spectroscopy may be able to ascertain the stellar
class of the unresolved star. The establishment of the unresolved star as a high mass object
would be major evidence in support of the gamma-ray binary hypothesis. Column density
absorption measurements point to a galactic origin of HESS J1844-030 and variability in such
measurements point to possible orbit modulated interactions between binary companions
similar to PSR B1259-63.
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3.1.2 Chandra analysis
The analysis of archival Chandra data was originally done in 2018 by Hannah McCall and
Manel Errando and subsequently re-analyzed in 2020 for this work. Available data consisted
of two archival observations by Chandra, Observation ID 11232 and 11801, taken in 2009
and 2010, respectively. Each exposure consisted of approximately 30 ks of data taken with
the ACIS-I CCD array in the VFAINT data mode. With Chandra’s exceptional angular
resolution, capable of ~1′′ resolution with ACIS, HESS J1844-030’s best spatial positioning
was attained by this instrument.
Fig. 3.2: Chandra image of HESS J1844-030 with Fermi 95% containment and extended
radio features.
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Fig. 3.3: Lightcurve showing Chandra, XMM-Newton, and Swift observations. Provided
by Manel Errando
3.1.2.1 Data preparation and source extraction
The initial step in the Chandra analysis was the reprocessing of raw data files with the latest
calibration database and CIAO analysis version. This was done using the chandra_repro
command.
In order to perform the spectrum extraction, the location of HESS J1844-030 in the x-ray
image was needed to first be found. This was done using a series of utilities provided in the
CIAO analysis suite. The utility dmcopy was first called on the ACIS event file from this
reprocessed data-set in order to create an event file consisting of 0.3 – 10 keV photon events.
This energy range is the range over which Chandra is most sensitive and is a common energy
selection range.
With the desired energy range cut implemented, the fluximage utility was called to
create exposure-corrected images of the 4 ACIS CCDs. This flux image along with a point-
spread function map created by the mkpsfmap command were inputed to the wavdetect
program. The wavdetect utility finds point-like structures in the x-ray event files by corre-
lating the image with differently scaled Mexican-Hat wavelets. The spatial coordinates for
correlations that meet threshold were recorded in a FITS data table. A source detection at
(RA=281.17, dec=-3.10), the putative source location, was found using this method.
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3.1.2.2 Spectrum extraction
With the source location determined the spectrum was found using the specextract script
provided in the CIAO analysis package. The specextract script is itself a wrapper for six
separate utilities chained together to streamline the common task of calculating the spectrum
of an observed x-ray source. Two critical inputs were needed for the analysis: a source region
and a background region. The source region was defined as a ds9 region file containing a
disk centered on the location given by wavdetect. The radius of this circular region was set
to 1′′, a radius of approximately 1.5 pixels and containing the highly point-like HESS J1844-
030 signal. The background region was selected to be a 40 x 27 pixel rectangular region
within the same ACIS CCD detector and in a location that had no wavdetect-detected
sources. With specextract’s correctpsf flag set to True and weight flag set to False, the
program was run with the above input files. The flags caused the program to generate the
Auxiliary Response File (ARF) for a point-like source. The ARF contains information on the
instrument effective area and the quantum efficiency of the detector over the energy range of
the instrument and is necessary to correct source spectra for instrument performance. The
output of this step was the corrected source spectrum of HESS J1844-030.
3.1.2.3 Model fitting
With the spectrum attained, a model was fitted to the data using the Sherpa modeling
environment. Sherpa is an interactive environment based on python. Once a spectrum
is loaded into the program the data can be manipulated and fitted using a desired multi-
component model. For the model fitting, the energy range to which to fit was first restricted
to 1 – 8.5 keV. This was done due to low counts at the extrema of the energy range. The
model fit was then set to an absorbed power-law with all parameters free and an absorbed
thermal emission model. Results of the model fit are summarized in Table 3.1. Spectral
fits resulted in nH densities of ∼ 2× 1021cm−2, well below the total galactic column density
along that line of sight (1.92×1022cm−2). In the power-law fit, the neutral hydrogen column
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density varied by a factor of two; this is suggestive of the binary nature of HESS J1844-
030. A dust modulated emission profile due to a compact object being occluded by the
circumstellar disk of the stellar companion is a possible configuration of a gamma-ray binary
system. The known pulsar-powered gamma-ray binary system PSR B1259-63 is thought to
conform to this configuration [73].
The unfolded source spectra for both observations, 11801 and 11232, are shown in Fig.
3.4. Source spectra unfolding was done in xspec using the non-thermal model values found
using Sherpa. The spectra were re-binned so that all bins contain a > 5σ detection. In
conjunction with the falling Fermi points at HE, the spectral energy distribution in Fig. 3.4
suggests a non-thermal profile reminiscent of the inverse Compton curve present in other
non-thermal systems.
Fig. 3.4: SED showing the high and low state folded spectra from Chandra observations
11801 (red) and 11232 (blue); the Fermi (green) spectrum from 11 years of data. SED
points for LS I +61 303 are shown in gray for comparison.
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Observation P.L. nH Thermal nH P.L. Index Thermal kT Integrated flux
1021 cm−2 1017 cm−2 keV 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1
11801 4.06 ± 1.41 9.31 ± 1.15×104 0.872 ± 0.137 1.45 ± 0.33 4.69 ± 0.25
11232 2.09 ± 1.55 512 ± 1.47×104 0.803 ± 0.208 1.32 ± 0.57 0.48 ± 0.05
Tab. 3.1: Model fitted parameters to Chandra observations of HESS J1844-030. Both an
absorbed power-law and an absorbed black body model were tested.
3.1.3 Fermi-LAT Analysis
The release of the Fermi-LAT 8-Year Point Source Catalog (4FGL) on February 25, 2019
resulted in a doubling in the exposure depth over the previous Fermi-LAT 4-Year Point
Source Catalog (3FGL). More crucially, there was an update to the galactic diffuse gamma-
ray emission model. This increase in available data and improvement in the analysis’ diffuse
model lead to a 4FGL identified Fermi source spatially coincident with HESS J1844-030’s
and CXO J1844-031’s location. The x-ray position of CXO J1844-031 lies 3.5′ from the
position of 4FGL J1844.4-0306 and falls within its error circle.
The Fermi Science and Support Center provides a collection of software tools — collec-
tively know as Fermitools — to facilitate the reduction and analysis of Fermi data. Analysis
via this suite consists of successively applied tools to select events on reconstruction quality,
build exposure and source maps, and perform a likelihood fit based on a model of gamma-ray
point- and extended-sources in the region of interest around the putative source.
Fermi data used was "Pass 8" data, which is the newest reprocessing of LAT data and
provides the best currently available reconstructed event data. Fermi-LAT data are sub-
sequently divided into finer gradations of event classes which classify events based on the
quality of the reconstructed events. Events first need to be selected from the raw event file
based on event class and event type. The Fermitool program gtselect was used to select
events belonging to event class 128 and event type 3.
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3.1.3.1 The GeV sky around HESS J1844-030
Like all other detected gamma-ray binaries, HESS J1844-030 lies close to the galactic plane
(l=29.41, b=0.09). This proximity to the galactic plane at b=0 introduced both a significant
diffuse component as well as numerous other galactic gamma-ray sources within the region
of interest around HESS J1844-030. With the 10 x 10 degree region used in the analysis,
the accompanying model contained 231 sources derived from the 4FGL catalog, including
14 diffuse sources. In order to achieve convergence of the likelihood fit the majority of these
sources had their model components frozen under the assumption that parameters provided
by the 4FGL catalog were reasonably accurate. Sources within 7 degree of HESS J1844-030
had their normalization free if either their 4FGL reported significance was greater than 10σ
or if they reported significant variability. This resulted in a model with 69 model objects
with free parameters. Within this set of objects, 58 were point-like objects and 11 diffuse
sources. Spectrally, 28 sources were modeled as simple power-laws, 34 as log-parabola, and
7 as power-law models with super-exponential cutoffs.
3.1.3.2 Fermi analysis of HESS J1844-030
The Fermi analysis of HESS J1844-030 used what was then the largest data set possibly
available at the time of analysis. This data set spanned the time since the beginning of the
launch of Fermi and the time of analysis, representing roughly 11 years of data (239557417
to 587992384 MET). In order to attain the largest energy range possible for spectral analysis,
a lower energy bound of 300 MeV was used. An energy bound below this value resulted in
difficulty for maximum likelihood convergence. Selection of the upper energy bound was
important in order to prevent the likelihood analysis fitting on wider bounds than necessary.
To select this bound gtsrcprob was used to calculate the relative probability an event
came from a modeled source. A subset of events that fell within the Fermi position error,
0.0894◦, were selected. The highest energy event that could reasonably be assigned to HESS
J1844-030 was then used as the upper energy limit for the analysis. Because of the strong
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diffuse galactic plane contribution to the total model, every event had a large probability
of belonging to the galactic interstellar emission model. The highest energy photon within
this subset — which was also the highest probability photon to belong to HESS J1844-030—
was found to be 38.6 GeV. This energy formed the upper energy cut bound of the Fermi
analysis.
Two analyses of HESS J1844-030 were done. An initial analysis was performed in order
to attain the parameters to HESS J1844-030’s normalization and power-law index over the
entire energy range. A second analysis was performed in order to attain a flux spectrum of
HESS J1844-030.
The first analysis performed was a binned analysis using 24 logarithmically spaced energy
bins, 10 energy bins per energy decade. This is recommended in order to have a sufficiently
narrow bin width to account for the changing energy resolution within an energy bin. Photon
event classification was selected to be P8R3_SOURCE in order to balance high statistics
with good point-like sensitivity. All events meeting this criteria were used and thus the event
type parameter was set to include events that converted in both the front and back of the
detector. In calculating the good-time intervals during which Fermi was actively taking
data two cuts were applied. First, the data quality flag DATA_QUAL was selected to be >
1. Second, the LAT_CONFIG flag was set to 1 to select only times that the LAT was in
’science’ mode. The region-of-interest based zenith cut was not performed during the good-
time interval calculations; instead, an exposure correction was done during the construction
of the livetime cube by setting the zmax parameter to 90. An all-sky exposure map was used
due to the marginal increase in computation time over a partial exposure map. A source
map — a map of the input model convolved with the LAT instrument response function —
was pre-computed to decrease the computation time of the subsequent likelihood analysis.
The response function used was the latest IRFS, P8R3_SOURCE_V2.
The likelihood optimizer used was NEWMINUIT, which provides higher accuracy than
the other available optimizers like DRMNGB. Results of the gtlike parameter optimization
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Prefactor P.L. Index TS value Flux
10−9 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1 10−8 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1
3.836 ± 0.077 -2.768 ± 0.008 414.9 3.112 ± 0.007
Tab. 3.2: Summary of VERITAS observations of HESS J1844-030.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.5: (a) Fermi TS map showing the region around HESS J1844-030 after accounting
for the optimized model and the source model for HESS J1844-030 missing. The point-
like nature of the excess emission suggests a well characterized region. (b) Fermi TS map
showing the region around HESS J1844-030 after accounting for the optimized model.
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are in table 3.2. The fitted model with optimized parameters was saved. To assess the
ability of the fitted model to account for the observed data, two TS maps were created.
These maps used the optimized model as their input with all parameters frozen. The test
statistic is then calculated over a grid within the region of interest. This creates a map
of emission unaccounted for in the fitted model. Figure 3.5a shows the TS value in the
region around HESS J1844-030 using the entire optimized model. This map showed that
the model accounted well for the emission around HESS J1844-030 with none of the spatial
bins containing a TS value of > 25 (5 σ); additional sources did not need to be added to the
model to account for unexplained emission. An additional TS map was made using the same
optimized model with the source model for HESS J1844-030 absent. As shown in figure 3.5,
the location of the putative gamma-ray source is point-like, with only a slight skew towards
positive galactic latitudes.
3.1.3.3 Fermi analysis of HESS J1844-030 spectrum
Fig. 3.6: Fermi energy flux of HESS J1844-030.
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Using the optimized model of HESS J1844-030 and the contributing objects in the field of
view as an input model, a spectrum was created using user-provided python scripts available
from the GSFC Fermi resource webpage and authored by T. Johnson (2011). These scripts
rerun the likelihood analysis on multiple energy bins and generates the individual spectral
points. Figure 3.6 shows these spectral points as a function of energy. The two highest
energy bins did not contain enough counts to calculate flux points and 95% upper limits
were calculated in their stead.
3.1.3.4 Variability analysis of HESS J1844-030
The question of variability is of inherent interest given HESS J1844-030’s possible binary
nature. All known gamma-ray binaries show — and are defined by — their orbit modulated
variability. Variability in the x-ray regime has already been established via the previously
discussed Chandra observations; variability at other wavelengths is still an open question.
To examine the variability of HESS J1844-030 in the HE regime a light curve of Fermi
data has been produced. A temporal binning of 1 year provides adequate counts in each bin
to detect HESS J1844-030 comfortably.
The 1-year light curve showed no significant variability of HESS J1844-030. This is
not unexpected as the other gamma-ray binaries, like HESS J0632+057, have very weak
variability relative to their x-ray and TeV counterpart measurements. A secondary light
curve made of nearby weakly variable source 4FGL J1847.2-0200 is shown.
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Fig. 3.7: Fermi differential flux of HESS J1844-030.
3.1.4 VERITAS Observation
After the release of the H.E.S.S. galactic plane survey, time was granted for simultaneous
observations of HESS J1844-030 by VERITAS and Swift as part of a directors discretionary
time request led by Manel Errando. The goal of the observing program was to test for
variability in HESS J1844-030. Independently, each instrument can test for variability;
together they are able to detect any phase information in regards to variability. In the TeV
band, as previously stated, the H.E.S.S. collaboration reported a steady 1% Crab source. As
the rate of significance growth is known with VERITAS — around 12 hours to 3 σ with a
1% Crab source — the VERITAS observation could probe for HESS J1844-030 TeV activity
levels relatively quickly with minimal time commitment.
Originally allocated up to 12 hours of VERITAS dark time, only 7 hours of observation
time was attained due to inclement weather. Data was taken over 10 days from June 10th,
2018 to June 19th, 2018. In total, 17 runs were taken, all of which were at least partially
usable.
Data was analyzed using the VERITAS Gamma-ray Analysis Suite (VEGAS) version
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2.5.6. The VEGAS configuration parameters and cut values used were all standard default
values, except those outlined as optimized settings for standard Hillas analysis.
Significance growth for VERITAS data taken with wobble offset = 0.5◦ and with medium
cuts applied is ∼1σ hr−12 [74]. Assuming a 1% Crab source as reported by HESS, a ∼ 2.6σ
signal is expected from the 7 hours of data collected. Figure 3.8 shows significance with
exposure using the wobble analysis technique. The reported significance was 0.67 σ using
the wobble method and 1.5 σ using the alternative ring background model (RBM) technique.
Tyler Williamson performed an analysis on the same dataset with the event display analysis
package in parallel and reported a detection significance of 2.2σ. The truncated exposure by
VERITAS precluded any conclusion of the flux level at the time of observation relative to the
reported 1% Crab signal. Follow-up observations of 12 hr were scheduled for the 2019 – 2020
observing season, but the VERITAS observatory had to temporarily suspend operations due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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The launch of the Fermi gamma-ray space telescope in 2008 brought a new epoch in high
energy astrophysics. In the intervening years between 2008 and today, Fermi has observed
more than 5,000 gamma-ray sources and over 2,000 gamma-ray bursts [75]. While the Fermi
mission has been extremely productive, the inherent limitations of the instrument have left
key areas of contemporary inquest out of reach. In particular, the small field of view,
limited sensitivity of the Large Area Telescope (LAT) at higher energies, and poor angular
resolution at its lowest energies has hampered its ability to observe and spatially resolve a
number of transient astronomical phenomena. The study of these objects is the primary
motivation of APT and the driver of its instrument design. APT offers a tenfold increase
in sensitivity in the GeV and TeV regime while allowing for near degree angular resolution
as a Compton telescope in the MeV band with over an order-of-magnitude larger effect area
over any current or proposed Compton telescope. Taken together this creates a powerful
instrument capable of pushing deep into a number of transient populations. APT’s broad
energy range, spanning the keV to TeV regimes, makes it a powerful instrument in the age
of multi-messenger astrophysics.
APT was envisaged by James Buckley at Washington University. Much of this section
draws heavily on unpublished papers, presentations, and proposals by James Buckley and
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detailed design and simulation studies by Wenlei Chen. A forthcoming paper on the APT
instrument by Buckley et al. is currently in preparation.
4.1.1 Science objectives and motivations
As a next generation instrument, APT intends to build on the legacy of Fermi and provide
insight into the phenomena that Fermi was able to discover at the edge of its capabilities but
not fully explore. In particular, Fermi LAT observations, to date, have provided the most
stringent constraints on the annihilation cross section of WIMP dark matter through stacked
dwarf galaxy analysis[76]. Dwarf galaxies are among the most dark matter rich astronomical
objects available for indirect dark matter searches. Using an instrument like APT — with
continuous coverage over the entire MeV – GeV range and an order of magnitude greater
effective area — the entire parameter space up to TeV energies can be explored.
The capability of observing transient objects would also be greatly improved with APT
and aid in the current era of multi-messenger astrophysics. The recent gravitational wave
detection by LIGO and the contemporaneous detection by Fermi underscores both the im-
portance of multi-messenger physics and the need for a companion instrument capable of
all-sky detection and localization. Fermi’s gamma-ray burst monitor (GBM) has been ex-
tremely successful in detecting gamma-ray bursts and allowing multi-messenger observations.
However, of the over 2,000 bursts detected by the GBM, less than 200 have been observed
by the LAT through pointed observations[77][78]. APT’s all-sky field of view would be a
significant improvement over the LAT. Additionally, the population of gamma-ray bursts ob-
served by Fermi LAT have been both low redshift and high fluence with respect to the GBM
detected population. APT’s Compton capabilities and order of magnitude larger effective
area would allow for a deeper probing in both of these populations.
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Fig. 4.1: Dark matter rest mass parameter space for potential APT experiment. Figure
courtesy of James Buckley.
4.2 Instrument design
To meet the envisioned scientific objectives, a next generation APT instrument will neces-
sarily require an increased effective area over the current Fermi gamma-ray space telescope.
The maximization of this instrument characteristic is the primary design driver and the
defining advantage of APT. To achieve this design — within a reasonable cost envelope
— the APT detector utilizes two major technologies: A scintillating optical fiber tracker
(SOFT) layer and a novel dispersed imaging CsI calorimeter (ICC). This design leverages
well established and understood constituent components with incremental device advance-
ment.
APT’s large effective area requires controls in both the cost and power budgets. An
optical fiber readout design utilized in both the SOFT and ICC layers provides this. By
reading out only at the edges of the instrument, electronic readout channels only grow with
the surface area of the instrument, rather than with the volume as with previous instruments
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such as Fermi. Multiplexing schemes can further drive these readout characteristics down.
This edge-readout design also means that the entire detector volume contributes to device
performance and there are no dead areas in the instrument.
4.2.1 Imaging calorimeter layers
The imaging CsI:Na calorimeter is a dispersed calorimeter located evenly throughout the
APT instrument. Each layer is identical and consists of a number of optically coupled CsI:Na
tiles sandwiched between WLS fibers. This provides up-down symmetry to the instrument
and allows for all-sky monitoring, provided the instrument is placed in a high orbit like the
L2 earth-sun Lagrange orbit where shadowing from the Earth is small. Currently, APT is
planned to contain 20 ICC/SOFT layers.
Sodium-doped cesium iodide (CsI:Na) was chosen as the detector material due to very
high light yield and its peak emission wavelength of 420 nm, which places it near the ab-
sorption peak of the K-27 dye used in green WLS fiber. This serves to maximize the total
light transfer between the crystal and fibers. The fluorescent time profile of CsI:Na can vary
depending on the incident particle[79][80]; however, for gamma rays the light pulse of CsI:Na
can be described by a 3 component exponential decay with decay time constants τ1 = 470
ns, τ2 = 1.8 µs, and τ3 = 8 µs. The corresponding relative intensities for these components
are 41%, 28%, and 31%, respectively[81]. Despite this complex profile, it is common for a
single decay time of τ = 630 ns to be quoted[82]. The comparatively long decay is both an
advantage and disadvantage. The long decay time allows for better waveform fitting using
the signal tails in large energy depositing events like heavy-nuclei cosmic ray. On the other
hand, low-signal events which may rely on photon-counting methods would benefit from a
faster decay time to compensate for SiPM dark-noise. The photon yield of 38.5 photon
keV−1 is fairly high, though considerably less than CsI:Ti at 64.8 photon keV−1 [82]. With
its slightly hygroscopic quality, CsI:Na needs to be isolated from ambient humidity; this is
currently accomplished with a coating of the bonding agent Sylgard 186. Early studies by
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James Buckley and Wenlei Chen resulted in the selection of a CsI:Na tile thickness of 5 mm;
this provided a compromise between total weight, per-plane energy resolution, and number
of total planes in the instrument.
Bonded to the CsI:Na crystal are wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers to provide the readout
of the crystal. Plane readout is accomplished with 2 mm green or red-green WLS fiber read
out individually by 2 mm silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs). The final design will likely include
a multiplexing scheme to readout fiber groups and reduce channel count. The red-green
WLS fiber is a novel design conceived by James Buckley and produced in the Washington
University fiber development lab by Dana Braun using dye donated by Eljen Corporation.
Because light-piping — and thus readout — of the CsI:Na crystal by the WLS fiber relies on
the total internal reflection of isotropically emitted light, the piped fraction is inherently low.
Three useful characteristics should be considered in the ICC design: the trapping efficiency,
the transmitted light fraction, and the WLS fiber attenuation length. The single-direction
piped fraction, or trapping efficiency, in a square fiber is determined only by the refractive






Manufacturer reported values from Saint-Gobain and Kurary list typical values of ≈ 4% for
single dye fibers[83][84]. Figure 4.2 shows an example of the total internal reflection (TIR)
process that determines the trapping efficiency. This piping fraction parameter is critical to
the energy resolution of instrument as photon counting is utilized at the lower energy limit
and thus subject to Poisson counting statistics. To that end, any marginal improvement in
transmission from crystal to detector is inherently useful to the development of APT. The
red-green WLS fiber design used both in the CERN beam test and the APTlite balloon
flight, and ostensibly in the APT itself, allows for the re-absorption of escaping green-shifted
light from the first core layer and in the second, outer, red core layer. This effectively
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doubles, in theory, the light yield of the CsI:Na crystal readout assuming parameters like
dye concentration are appropriately chosen, although laboratory tests remain somewhat
ambiguous.
The fraction of unpolarized scintillation light that manages to enter the green WLS core
— the transmitted fraction — can be estimated using Fresnel’s equations. In terms of only
the incident angle and the indices of refraction the total effective transmittance, taking into
account both polarization modes, can be written as:
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Integrating the product of the transmittances over the relevant critical angle gives the trans-
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The relevant integration angle corresponds to the smallest escape cone within the successive
interfaces. Figure 4.3 illustrates that the CsI:Na-WLS bond essentially acts as a double-clad







Numerical integration of Eqn. 4.3 results in Teff ≈ 0.200.
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Fig. 4.2: The CsI:Na scintillator at the center of the ICC is the primary converter in APT
and relies on light leaving the crystal to the WLS fibers from within the CsI-epoxy’s escape
cone.
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Fig. 4.3: The angle which defines the escape light cone is defined by multiple scattering
interaction between the crystal and WLS fiber core.
Fig. 4.4: Attenuation length of green and red-green prototype WLS fibers by both green
(left) and blue (right) LED pulses.
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Fig. 4.5: Block diagram showing the experimental set-up of the fiber attenuation measure-
ment system.
Once light enters the WLS fiber it is absorbed and remitted isotropically at a longer
wavelength. A fraction of light that is remitted falls within the TIR cone of the fiber and is
piped down to the fiber’s end for readout by a SiPM, see Figure 4.3. Of particular interest
is the attenuation profile of light through the WLS fiber as it can constrain the maximum
dimension of the instrument. Lab measurements for the attenuation length were done using
a set-up similar to the one used for attenuation measurements in SuperTIGER scintillating
fiber.
The WLS fiber is held within a 3 m long metal bar which has circular notches every ∼20
cm for the collimated insertion of light pulses or ionizing radiation from a radioactive source.
The measured end of the fiber protrudes from the end of fiber holder and enters a metal box
containing a single APT preamp board and attached SiPM carrier board. Both the preamp
design and the SiPM model were those used in the APTlite balloon flight. The polished
end of the WLS fiber is mechanically coupled to the front of the SiPM using a 3D printed
fiber coupler which aligns the two objects. The preamp is directly powered by two regulated
Leader power supplies at ± 4.8 V. The SiPMs are likewise directly supplied with 40.8 V
with a Kepco voltage supply. A Wurth Elektronik 151033GS03000 green (λpeak = 425 nm)
and an Everlight MV5B60 blue LED (λpeak = 430 nm) are housed in an enclosed, isolated,
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box. A 20 ft, 1 mm diameter acrylic optical fiber connects the LED enclosure to the fiber
holder. The LEDs are driven by an HP 8116A Pulse generator using a 3.97 V, 40 ns square
wave at a rate of 1.5 kHz. The SiPM output signal and the LED voltage pulse are sent to
a Tektronix TDS3052 oscilloscope for data acquisition. The oscilloscope itself is connected
to a control computer via a GPIB cable. The voltage pulse is chosen such that the output
signal from the SiPM fills the entire dynamic range of the oscilloscope at both the closest
and furthest measurement point in the fiber holder. Several thousand pulse waveforms are
recorded at each location offset and saved as text files. Because of a low acquisition rate by
the oscilloscope each position location is measured for approximately 2 hours. In order to
ensure consistent performance of the LED over the course of the experiment the LED output
is measured by a calibrated photodiode between measurements. The photodiode is housed in
form-fitting metal holder with a pinhole opening and is attached to an electrometer. Between
each position change the average current induced by the LED in the photodiode is recorded.
The first 70 cm of fiber are not measured as shorter wavelength emission scatters on the
imperfections at the cladding-core interface, resulting in highly nonlinear attenuation[86].
Analysis was performed in python by designating regions in the waveform as signal regions
and pedestal regions. Within the signal region, the peak of the voltage signal was identified
and recorded. In the pedestal region, the median voltage value was found and subtracted
from the corresponding peak voltage value. For each data set, the mean pedestal subtracted
peak voltage was found and divided by the mean electrometer measurement for that dataset.
Figure 4.4 shows the results of the attenuation measurements with a exponential fit,
f(x) = Ae−xτ + C. (4.6)
Results showed that both green and red-green fiber had attenuation lengths > 1 m, with
the red-green fiber possessing ∼20% longer attenuation length than the green mono-core
fiber. Figure 4.4 shows the relative light yield of both fibers in the form of summed SiPM
voltage signals normalized by the average current induced in a calibrated photodiode by the
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illuminated LED. Critically, the ∼1.0m attenuation length in both of the fiber types showed
reading out at only one end of the WLS fiber to be a viable instrument configuration, allowing
for a possible overall reduction in the number of channels in APT. Systematic effects were
seen in the measurements due to the loose fitting of the LED holder in the fiber holder
bar. A complete picture of the performance of the two fiber types is not yet available. The
attenuation measurements did not show a significant improvement in the light collection
efficiency; indeed they showed a precipitous drop from the green LED exposure. It should
be noted that the two fiber types differed in manufacturing technique and the green dye
used. Future beam tests will allow for the comparison between the red-green ICC prototype
and a similarly constructed ICC with green fibers manufactured by Bicron.
4.2.2 Scintillating fiber hodoscope layers
In order to function effectively as a Compton telescope, charged particle tracking is required
and accomplished by the Scintillating Optical fiber tracking layers. The SOFT tracking
layers are expected to neighbor ICC planes and together form a single, repeating, unit
that constitutes the entire APT instrument. Each SOFT element consists of a close-packed
double layer of 1.5 mm scintillating fibers readout in both x and y dimensions, and held in
place rigidly by a form-fitting carbon fiber holder. The holder would connect to the larger
instrument supporting structure.
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Fig. 4.6: (a) Close-up view of scintillating fiber hodoscope layer readout and supporting
alignment material. Credit: James Buckley. (b) Cut-away view of multiple APT layers
illustrating instrument structure and principal of operation. Credit: James Buckley.
4.2.3 TARGET readout electronics
While the high gain of SiPMs compared to silicon detectors in Fermi somewhat alleviate
noise problems, and the channel count of APT is lower than Fermi, minimization of noise
and power are necessary for the success of APT. Furthermore, the APT electronics require
a deep but low power memory buffer to allow time for a trigger signal to be generated by
the slow CsI:Na signal. Electronics for SiPM array readout and low-level event building
are possible with modern application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). The Cherenkov
Telescope Array (CTA) collaboration’s TARGET modules ASICs form the basis for APT’s
readout electronics.
TARGET/T5TEA are custom designed and optimized ASICs intended to be used for
the readout of the Cherenkov telescope cameras utilized in the CTA collaboration, such as
the Gamma-ray Cherenkov Telescope (GCT) and Schwarzschild-Couder Telescope (SCT).
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Together, these two ASICs — along with a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) — form
the TARGET module capable of reading out the SiPM signals from the WLS fibers to a flight
and data-storage computer. Each of the TARGET/T5TEA ASICs are capable of processing
16 input signals. For their use in CTA each module is designed to read out 64 channels,
while their use in APT has utilized a 16 channel evaluation board in early prototyping and
a 32-channel module used in the APTlite balloon flight.
The three major components to a TARGET modules are two ASICs — TARGET and
T5TEA — and an FPGA for overall control and communication. The traditional roles of
triggering and digitization are separated in the TARGET boards in order to reduce cross-talk
between signal paths and reduce trigger noise[87].
An overview of the TARGETC ASIC is available in [88]. Each channel in a TARGETC
ASIC consists of three main components: a sampling array, a storage array and a Wilkin-
son rundown digitizer. Incoming signals are sampled and temporarily stored on a 64 cell
switched-capacitor array. The sample array consists of 2 32 cell blocks and is operated in a
ping-pong mode; while one cell is sampling the other is emptying its charge into the storage
array. The storage array holds the charge received from the sampling array until a trigger
signal is received. Upon receiving a trigger signal, the FPGA begins parallel digitization
across the channels. A separate Wilkinson capacitor begins charging with a constant cur-
rent. At the same time, a 12-bit counter begins. The counter halts when a comparator
determines the voltage on the Wilkinson capacitor and the storage capacitor are equal; the
counter thus provides a digital value proportional to the charge stored in the storage cell.
The depth of the storage array is large, 512 blocks of 32 capacitor cells. At 1 GHz, this
provides over 16 µs of storage. Because digitization only happens upon request from the
FPGA, power consumption is minimized.
The T5TEA ASIC is responsible for generating the programmable-width trigger signals
from the 4 channel analog sums of inputs. Both ASICs have numerous tunable param-
eters that control performance. In regards to T5TEA, three parameters are notable for
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experiment-specific applications: Vped, PMTref4, and Thresh. The T5TEA ASIC is able to
apply an independently controllable pedestal to each input channel controlled by the Vped
parameter. A second selectable voltage parameter, PMTref4, controls the voltage offset for
the 4-channel summing amplifier. This value directly shifts the trigger group’s summed volt-
age relative to the comparator threshold voltage. Thresh controls the comparator threshold
voltage of the T5TEA trigger ASIC. The preceding parameters control the self-triggers gener-
ated from input signals coming from the front end of the boards. The TACK_EnableTrigger
parameter allows for the individual enabling or disabling of the 4-channel trigger groups
to contribute to the trigger logic; or, optionally, the use of an externally generated trigger
signal. In the APTlite balloon flight a modified version of the TARGET/T5TEA firmware
created by Adrian Zink allowed for a new triggering parameter called TriggerOut_Enable.
This parameter allows for specific trigger groups to generate trigger signals without initi-
ating data readout. This enabled the collated, multi-board triggering scheme employed by
APTlite. Additionally, Adrian Zink provided the ability to re-read the storage array at suc-
cessive offsets, expanding the readout window. This allowed reading out up to 4096 ns of
waveform data. The parameter MultiTrigger defines the number of reads to be performed
during an event trigger, with a maximum of 10.
The actual digitization and data readout is similarly customizable to the specific experi-
ment or application. Readout dead time and depth are controllable via the DurationofDeadtime
and NumberOfBlocks settings, respectively. In TARGET, a block is a 32-sample readout unit
and corresponds to 32 ns at the nominal 1 GHz sampling frequency of the boards.
The FPGA — a Xilinx Kintex-7 — handles the setting of the various ASIC parameters as
well as the data transfer between the boards and the control computer. Data is transferred as
UDP packets over a gigabit Ethernet connection. An SFP connection on the boards allows for
either a traditional RJ-45 or a fiber optic connection between the boards and computer. The
number of packets per event is a controllable parameter through the MaxChannelsInPacket
FPGA setting. The TARGET/T5TEA boards are capable of handling packets > 1500 bytes,
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the traditional network Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU). Even the time delay between
packets is controllable by the FPGA via the PacketDelay parameter. In the case of APTlite,
the existence of both these parameters proved critical to the success of the experiment due
to the torrential amount of data being received by the flight computer.
To provide initialization and control of the TARGET boards, C++ libraries and SWIG
derived Python bindings in a package called TargetSuite are available. These libraries
were written and provided by the CHEC consortium. The object-oriented library provides
classes to bring individual boards online, load the registers’ definition files, acquire data,
and save such data to disk. An additional compliment of compiled commands allows for
the generation and application of calibration files. The command generate_pedestal will
generate a calibration file from pedestal data and apply_calibration will apply such a file
to a raw data file created by the TargetSuite’s writer class. Raw data acquired this way is
typically referred to as ’r0’ data, while post-calibration data is referred to as ’r1’ data. Both
such data files are saved as .tio files, a file format created by the CTA collaboration and
derived from the common FITS file format. Currently, work is being done on a new ASIC
design based on TARGET-ASIC that seeks further reductions in power consumption. This
work is being done by Gary Varner’s group through funding under Buckley’s NASA APRA
grant. This ASIC, designated ALPHA, includes new implementations of the pipeline sample
clock and comparators for the rundown. Most significantly for power reduction ALPHA
implements a new daisy-chained serial readout that will allow multiple 12-ASIC daisy-chains
to be served by a single FPGA (G. Varner and J. Buckley, private communication).
4.2.4 Silicon Photomultipliers
Key to APT’s currently envisaged design is the incorporation of silicon photomultipliers
(SiPMs) for signal detection.
The recent advent of SiPMs in photodetection applications has offered a number of ad-
vantages over older photomultiplier tube (PMT) technology. The intrinsically high avalanche
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gain of silicon detector technology eliminates the need for high voltage supply electronics.
Physically, the absence of vacuum housing and glass front-end windows provides a mechan-
ically robust device that is also not affected by external magnetic fields. The smaller form
factor of SiPMs allows for closer packing and reduced dead space around the edges of the
detector. The narrow 1.14 eV bandgap of silicon eliminates the need to overcome the work
function of the photo-emissive cathode, allowing for a greater quantum efficiency than tra-
ditional PMTs provide. The small foot print and high fill-factor also allow the close packing
of devices to accommodate detector dense experiments like in the fiber readout systems of
APT. Finally, in regards to cost, the wafer-based fabrication process of silicon devices allows
for considerable scalability in production and thus significant cost savings [89]. In terms of
APT, the engineering simplification and cost-savings to the overall instrument design place
SiPMs as a key enabling technology of the future instrument. There are, however, drawbacks
to SiPMs compared to PMTs. Principally, SiPMs have a significantly lower dark current and
a greater susceptibility to radiation damage. Over the course of a ∼10 year spaceflight, ra-
diation damage results in defects to the depletion region of the APD cells. This can result
in orders of magnitude increases in the dark count rate. Radiation hardness in particular is
a key area of investigation for future beam tests.
Earlier prototypes of APT use Hamamatsu 3 mm SiPM S1330-3050VS to provide readout
of the WLS fibers, with the newer Hamamatsu S14160-3050 used in current prototypes,
including APTlite. These SiPMs are multi-pixel photon counter (MPPC) devices. MPPC
devices contain a 2-dimensional matrix of avalanche photodiodes (APD) connected in a
common-bias, common-output scheme. Each APD microcell is operated above the diode’s
breakdown voltage in so-called geiger-mode (GAPD). In an avalanche photodiode, the voltage
across the depletion region is such that an electron crossing it can gain enough energy to
produce secondary electron-hole pairs. These secondary pairs can go on to produce other
electron-hole pairs, resulting in an avalanche multiplication. The condition for avalanche
multiplication is that a charge carrier gains enough energy before collision to exceed the
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TARGET attribute TARGET APT ASIC
Sampling rate 1 GHz 100 MHz
Sampling rate (hodo) 1 GHz 200 MHz
Nominal readout 4 µs 4 µs
Nominal readout (hodo) 4 µs 30 ns
Dynamic range 8 bits 8 bits
Number of chan./ ASIC 16 16 or 32
Tab. 4.1: Current generation TARGETC attributes and future APT TARGET ASIC goals.
Defined by James Buckley
silicon band gap — the threshold energy for electron-hole pair creation. Build up of charge
in the depletion region eventually saturates when the depletion region effectively shorts. The
maximum current is limited by an external quenching resistor. This results in a reproducible
maximum current. During the RC recovery time an individual GAPD microcell is unable
to detect a subsequent hit. By increasing the number of cells, the probability of multiple
photons hitting the same cell is low. This allows the number of cells hit to give a measure
of the light intensity or number of photons in a pulse.
4.3 Potential performance and simulation
APT’s early design considerations have been driven by extensive performance simulations
both in conditions typical of hardware development like beam tests as well observational
conditions like gamma-ray burst emission. The conceptual design and initial calculations
of the detector performance were done by Professor James Buckley. Subsequently, Wen
Lei Chen (both as a graduate student and as a post-doc) performed detailed simulations of
the detector performance that guided the final design. The simulation program assembled
by Chen is designated APTSoft and is written in Python and utilizes Geant4 v10.4 as the
underlying simulation package[85]. Where possible, the simulation is grounded in laboratory
measurements, like the optical transmission of CsI:Na scintillation light through the WLS
fibers to the SiPMs.
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The Geant4 world volume — the total volume simulated in Geant4 — contains a fully
sized 3 m x 3 m APT instrument consisting of 20 repeating detection layers, as shown in
Figure 4.9. Each detection layer consists of an ICC layer — 5 mm CsI:Na crystal sandwiched
by 2 mm WLS fibers — and an accompanying SOFT layer — two layers of close packed 1.5
mm diameter scintillating fibers. Accompanying these active areas is the physically necessary
support structure; at present 40 mm of Mylar foam sandwiched between 0.7 mm of carbon
fiber. To provide x and y readout, the two ICC WLS fiber layers and the two SOFT layers
are orientated perpendicular to each other. Each detection layer is offset 80 mm from an
adjacent layer. Tiles of 0.5 cm thick plastic scintillator with embedded WLS fibers read out
by SiPMs act as an anti-coincident detector.
The CsI:Na crystal, WLS fiber, and scintillating fiber are the three active areas of the
simulated detector; these are the areas where particle interactions are recorded for further
analysis. Pair production and Compton scattering are the dominant forms of interaction for
gamma rays in these materials. Secondary particles have their energy shed through multi-
ple interaction paths including bremsstrhlung, Compton scattering, and ionization loss. The
initial primary photon — the gamma-ray originating from a simulated beam or astrophysical
source — is tagged in the simulation, allowing exploration of alternative reconstruction meth-
ods outside of the APTSoft pipeline. APTSoft supports multiple possible Geant4 physics
lists with the low energy Livermore list typically used.
For most of APT’s energy range, pair production is the dominant interaction with the
detector. Figure 4.7 shows the interaction probabilities as a function of energy. In the pair
production regime, the initial gamma ray interacts with the material in the APT detector
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Fig. 4.7: Probability of interaction per radiation length of lead as a function of energy (eV).
σc is Compton scattering and σp is pair production. Reproduced from [10].
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If the resulting Bremsstrahlung radiation is sufficient to pair produce, a cascade within the
detector can develop. Because APT can image the shower from the signal in the ICC SOFT
layers, the direction of the primary particle can be found by projecting the shower onto the
x-z and y-z planes and linearly fitting along the profile in the projected planes, see Figure
4.9.
At energies below a few 10’s of MeV, Compton scattering becomes the dominant interac-
tion in the detector. A Compton scattering that occurs in one layer of ICC and is detected













where EA and EB are the deposited energies in the respective layers (see Figure 4.8) In a
simple single scatter scenario, where the electron’s energy is completely lost to ionization
in the second layer, a ring with an opening angle θ defines the possible directions on the
sky that the incident photon could have came from, as shown in Figure 4.8. In the case
of multiple Compton scatterings between many layers, the individual orderings must be
considered. Scattering orders which are not self consistent i.e. ∃i ∈ {2, 3, ...k − 1} that
∠Pi−1PiPi+1 6= θi, where Pk is the k position of the scatter, can be eliminated. The set of
remaining rings that are not the true source ring are randomly distributed on the sky and
contribute to the background. Over many events, a source position can be reconstructed
from the overlapping of these rings.
In both the pair production and Compton scattering modes of operation, the recon-
structed energy is found by summing the optical signal in all the APT optical fibers.
Figure 4.10 shows the APTSoft simulated performance of APT in comparison to Fermi
and other proposed instruments. Both the omnidirectional geometry factor and effective
area are more than an order of magnitude greater than Fermi-LAT over its entire energy
range. Using the 68% containment radius point spread function as a proxy for angular
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Fig. 4.8: Example of a gamma-ray producing a Compton-absorption event. Reproduced
from [11].
resolution, APT shows a slight decrease in angular resolution compared to Fermi’s Pass 8
Source events. In spite of this, APT’s much greater effective area allows for more high energy
photons, where the angular resolution is best, to be detected by APT than by Fermi. This
means that for an extended source with a hard spectrum the effective angular resolution
of APT will be substantially better than Fermi. In the Compton regime, reconstruction
using a simple power-law model shows a sub-degree localization. Due to weight and cost
constraints the proposed APT instrument is limited to ∼5.8 radiation lengths of detector
material. This is significantly less than Fermi’s ∼10 radiation lengths and results in only the
partial containment of showers > 3 GeV. However, APT’s distributed calorimeter allows for
the imaging of the shower profile and can be used in the energy reconstruction. The resultant
68% energy containment is < 20% over most of the energy range of the instrument.
The large acceptance combined with a Compton localization greater than previously flown
instruments makes it a powerful all-sky survey instrument capable of detecting transient
events like gamma-ray bursts and binaries.
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Fig. 4.9: Geant4 simulation of full APT detector and a developed gamma-ray shower. Figure
courtesy of Wenlei Chen.
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Fig. 4.10: Comparison of simulated Fermi and full APT effective area and acceptance. Plots
by Wenlei Chen.
4.4 Electronics characterization
Fundamental to calibration of both simulations and the instrument itself is the response
of the front-end electronics of APT. In particular, the characterization of the single photo-
electron (SPE) pulse profile and the dark noise distribution provides insight into the limits
and resolution of the instrument. This characterization was done using the APTlite balloon
flight instrument (see Chapter 6) after its recovery from the ice in January 2020. Due to
Covid-19 preventing on-site lab work, the APTlite instrument was for the majority of the
bench testing set-up in Professor Jim Buckley’s basement.
In order to accurately measure anything with the bench set-up a method of discriminating
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background would be necessary. To that end, two muon detectors are fashioned out of
planes of Mylar- and black plastic-wrapped acrylic planes. The acrylic slabs have repurposed
TIGER PMTs mechanically attached to the edges of the planes using a form-fitting 3D
printed holder. Optical grease is used to ensure good optical coupling. The two muon paddles
are placed above and below the APTlite CsI:Na crystal to act as a coincident discriminator.
Rather than using a complicated external triggering system to reject muon events, the PMT
signal is simply passed into two channels of the TARGET/T5TEA boards. For these tests,
the ribbon cable connecting fibers 55 – 63 in the y-plane of APTlite is unplugged and the
signal, passed through an APTlite preamplifier board, is fed into the TARGET/T5TEA
boards in its place. While this does sacrifice 8 channels of the y-plane it provides both the
recording of muon events and fine control of the discrimination threshold in software.
The single photo-electron/dark noise characterization was done using this muon data.
The APTlite instrument was allowed to run with no radioactive source present and its
triggering set to the muon paddle channels. Because of the deep memory depth of the
TARGET/T5TEA modules and the fast ionization signal induced by a muon event, much of
the signal recorded in this way only measured the dark current noise. The region of interest
used was ∼2 µs after the muon event trigger and was the last 2048 samples of the waveform.
The identification and isolation of the dark current events was done as a multi-step
process. First, in order to identify such events the drift in the quiescent signal level resulting
from pile up of the pulse was corrected for. This was done by fitting a 50-knot spline over
the 2048 sample subtrace in order to characterize the changing DC offset observed in the
recorded traces. Each waveform in the dataset was then divided by its spline fit in order
to eliminate this drift. Figure 4.11 shows the result of this correction. With this drift
corrected the second impediment to isolating single photo-electrons (SPE) in the trace was
the electronic noise inherent in the data. If uncorrected, the SPE peak finding would be
considerably more error-prone. To reduce this noise, a Gaussian kernel was convolved with
the data. A threshold was then generated from the standard deviation of the data; any
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TARGET/T5TEA board 1st P.E. Peak 2nd 3rd
. d.c. d.c. d.c.
Board 0 (x0) 20.3 36.6 45.2
Board 1 (x1) 19.4 29.8 48.7
Board 2 (y0) 20.5 37.5 46.5
Board 3 (y1) 19.0 30.9 50.1
Tab. 4.2: Model-derived values for the first, second, and third P.E. amplitudes.
samples below this threshold were ignored for the purposes of the peak finding. The relative
maxima were then found and, provided the peak was sufficiently isolated, saved for analysis.
Figure 4.12 shows the result of this peak finding algorithm on a single waveform.
With the putative SPE subtraces identified, a further series of data quality checks were
performed by applying a threshold cut at the beginning and end of the subtraces and by
performing a threshold check on the differenced trace. These cuts eliminated electronic
noise or aberrations from the TARGET/T5TEA pedestal application that may have been
misidentified as SPE events. The subtraces were then pedestal subtracted using the median
value of the leading 15 samples of the subtraces. Finally, the pedestal-subtracted traces
were combined to produce a median SPE profile. Figure 4.13 shows the result of the median
process and table 4.3 summarizes the number of events used in the analysis. Single photo-
electrons events show a value of ∼18 digital counts with tight confinement from all boards.
We note that this is the case when all of the bias voltages were set to the same value; the
voltages were not adjusted to match gains. Also of note, we observe a signal ringing in
the after pulse with a peak value of 4 digital counts. The restoration to baseline is also on
the order of 100 ns. Both of these are likely the results of unoptimized passive component
values in the pre-amplifier pole-zero circuit. These problems complicate future data analysis
of scintillation signals as the distortionary effects of pile-up affect both photon counting
algorithms and fitting methods. Figure 4.14 shows both the single and double photo-electron
peaks for board 2; the FWHM time profile of the peaks are ∼10 ns for all boards.
The normalized pulse height distribution of all boards, shown in Figure 4.15, showed tight
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Total Muon Events: 2,529
TARGET/T5TEA board SPE [N]
Board 0 (x0) 565,465
Board 1 (x1) 536,060
Board 2 (y0) 353,492
Board 3 (y1) 458,544
Tab. 4.3: Summary of dataset size used in modeling the TARGET/T5TEA board’s P.E.
profile.
confinement between all boards with < 2 d.c. absolute distance and σ=0.72 d.c. between
the 1st PE peaks. Fitting a multiple Gaussian to the distributions allowed the determination
of the single, double, and triple PE peaks. Table 4.2 summarizes the results of such a fitting.
Fig. 4.11: (Top) A typical waveform readout from the APTlite TARGET/T5TEA boards
before any analysis corrections. Note: TARGET/T5TEA pedestal calibration has been
applied. (Bottom) The waveform after the spline fitting correction.
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Fig. 4.12: (Top) The Gaussian-smoothed, spline-corrected waveform data used in determin-
ing P.E. peaks. (Bottom) The result of the peak finding algorithm used to isolate P.E.s in
the muon triggered data.
Fig. 4.13: Median trace profiles of the four TARGET/T5TEA boards used on the APTlite
balloon flight. The long baseline restoration tail is shown.
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Fig. 4.14: Single and double PE profile of channels in TARGET/T5TEA board #2. Blue
traces correspond to a subset of the dataset after a 50 d.c. threshold cut is applied to
better illustrate the double PE profile. Median traces of each population are also shown
with their data-derived FWHM of ∼10 ns. Clear pile-up of traces can been seen at 1, 2, and
3 photo-electrons, demonstrating the good SPE resolution of the combined preamplifier and
TARGET/T5TEA electronics.
Fig. 4.15: Overlaid dark noise PE distribution from APTlite’s four TARGET/T5TEA
boards. Channels within each board are combined.
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4.4.1 Radiation Testing
To calibrate a scintillation counter, detection of the total absorption peak is desirable. How-
ever, the CsI:Na crystals used in APT are relatively thin at 5 mm. As a result, only the
edge of the photo-peak feature is visible in the pulse height distribution. As a result, clear
determination of a Cs-137 total absorption peak has been an elusive process with the CsI:Na-
WLS prototype detector. The comparatively low light at 662 keV and the inefficiencies in
transfer between crystal, fibers, and SiPMs make the prospect challenging. Measurements
of the APTlite prototype were done by exposing the crystal directly to ∼20 µCi of isotropic
Cs-137 sources placed in near direct contact with the detector.
In order to characterize the radioactive background in the detector or environment, the
experiment ran for approximately ∼6.5 hours wherein data were taken with no radioactive
sources present. For this run, the system was allowed to trigger on background radiation
events, resulting in 31,566 events. With the detector using the same configuration, ∼4.5
hours of data were taken with the Cs-137 located outside the APTlite resting on a foiled
covered hole in the light box. This on-source run resulted in 33,619 events. In both cases
the SiPMs were operated at 42.3 V; this is above the operating voltage used in the APTlite
balloon flight and was chosen to increase the gain of the relatively small Cs-137 signals.
Signal evaluation was performed by simple sums of the waveforms. The signal region was
defined as samples 100 – 2048; this corresponds to the range spanning the approximate
start of an event to well after it presumptive return to baseline. A corresponding pedestal
region was defined as the region between 2048 – 2548. The median sample value was found
within the pedestal region and subtracted from the signal-region values. In order to exclude
muon events, a simple threshold cut was performed on the channels connected to the muon
coincident paddles. If an event was found to have a signal above threshold (50 d.c.) in the
muon channels, the event was excluded from the analysis. After acquiring the per-channel
signal-sums, the fibers within 3 channels of each plane’s maximum were summed together.
This provided both spatial and temporal integrals of the event pulse, giving a reasonable
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measure of the total fluorescence light signal.
The data from both the background and source events were binned, scaled by their
relative exposure and subtracted from each other. Figure 4.16 and 4.17 show the over lay of
the Cs-137 source data and the background data. The background was well accounted for
with the no-source data. The excess peak in the source data resulted from the Cs-137 total
absorption photo-peak combined with the Compton continuum convolved with the Poisson-
counting statistic dominated resolution of the detector. A clear edge at the total absorption
peak was not visible, presumably due to the limited number of detected photons.
Fig. 4.16: The 5-channel summed signals around the maximum channel within the y-plane.
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5.1 Introduction and background
In late 2018, shortly after the award of our NASA APRA grant, an opportunity to test the
APT prototype in the CERN beam line became available through a previously scheduled
run by collaborators in the Heavy Nuclei eXplorer (HNX) and SuperTIGER collaborations.
The primary experiment of the beam test was the evaluation of silicon strip detectors for
HNX/SuperTIGER[90]. NASA provided advanced funding on the APRA grant allowing us
to quickly assemble 2 small prototypes of the imaging CsI:Na calorimeter and capitalize on
this run. An APT prototype was afforded space in the back of the beam line in order to
test the detector’s response to high-energy, high-Z charged particles. Over the course of the
experiment, over 400 GB of APT data was recorded, although only a small subset was used
due to experimental constraints. Here, I only report on the analysis of that subset of the
data.
The beam test was done at the CERN’s North Area using a diverted beam from the Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) main beam line. For the data analyzed, the beam energy was 150
GeV/nuc with A/Z = 2.4. Figure 5.1 shows the location of the North Area in the context
of the other locations and experiments. The experiment ran from November 21, 2018 to
December 2, 2018 within Building 887 (EHN1) at the H8A test area. With the exception of
two days in the middle of the beam run, the H8A group was the first experiment in the beam
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path. Figure 5.2 shows the experimental configuration on the last day of data acquisition.
This was the only time a silicon strip box was placed behind APT, which allowed for charge
consistency cuts on the APT dataset. As a result, this data subset is the focus of analysis
in this chapter.
Fig. 5.1: Figure showing the North area beamline facilities in relation to the larger CERN
campus. Reproduced from [12]
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Fig. 5.2: Block diagram showing the position of the APT prototype detector box in relation
to the other experiments in the H8 beam line.
5.2 Instrument and electronics design
5.2.1 APT prototype
Two APT prototypes were taken to CERN, a prototype using green WLS fibers and one
using red-green WLS fibers. Due to experimental and time constraints only the red-green
prototype was used in the beam line. Figure 5.3 shows the APT prototype housed within its
light box. The CERN APT prototype itself consists of a 50 x 50 x 5 mm CsI:Na scintillator
crystal seated in a milled aluminium holder whose top opening is flush with the crystal and
whose bottom has a central opening. The red-green WLS fibers are bonded with SYLGARD
186 Silicone Elastomer, a two part silicone compound with high optical transparency. As
the CsI:Na crystal is hygroscopic, the epoxy bonding was allowed to flow off the top edge
of the crystal onto the aluminium holder in order to assure a complete air-seal. Likewise,
the bottom opening of the holder is potted to fully isolate the crystal from any ambient air
moisture. The crystal housing is attached to the surrounding light box via standoffs and
the far ends of the WLS fibers to a Delrin housing with their ends finely polished. The
WLS fibers completely cover the dimension of the CsI:Na crystal; 25 2mm red-green fibers
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extending 13 cm to the SiPMs. The overall length of the fibers is 20 cm.
The internal box electronics consists of a rack of 4 close-packed pairs of 8-channel SiPM
pre-amplifier boards and SiPM voltage control boards. Each pre-amplifier board has an
attached SiPM carrier mezzanine board that mechanically couples to the Delrin WLS fiber
holder. Micro-miniature coaxial (MMCX) connectors on the pre-amplifier boards connect to
SubMiniature version A (SMA) through-hole connections on the box. As dark current was
anticipated to be a significant issue (see chapter 4), an externally controllable Peltier cooler
is mounted to the light box and connected to the SiPM carrier boards via a copper heatpipe
with a 90◦ bend. The heat pipe runs along the backside of the SiPM carrier board at a slight
offset with the space filled by a non-conductive thermal paste.
With the bottom side of the CsI:Na holder open, the ability to capture direct scintillation
light from the crystal is possible. To the posterior of the box, directly adjacent to the APT
prototype, a Hamamatsu R1398HA PMT is mounted to the box to collect the total integrated
light escaping the from the bottom of the CsI:Na crystal. In the field, a Tyvek enclosure
with high diffuse reflectivity was constructed around the crystal holder in order to better
confine the scintillation light.
The light box itself is constructed of white powder-coated aluminium panels connected
together with L-brackets. Due to the low temperature created within the box from the Peltier
cooler there is a risk of condensation developing on electronic components. To alleviate this,
two copper pig-tail connections are made on the box to allow for nitrogen gas to flow into
the box and purge any moisture present while blocking direct light from entering the box.
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Fig. 5.3: A solid model of the APT prototype detector box. The CsI:Na (left) is bonded to
red-green WLS fibers that mechanically couple to SiPM carrier boards and their electronics
stack (right). Rendering by Dana Braun.
5.2.2 FADC readout system
At the time of the CERN beam test the TARGET/T5TEA modules had not been fabricated
and thus were unavailable for use as the digitizing read-out system. Instead, the VERITAS
flash analog to digital converter (FADC) system was used. Beyond meeting the necessary
criteria for the experiment, the system has the benefit of being developed at Washington
University by staff still present; and so the behavior of the system is well established and it
was straightforward to modify the system to the needs of the experiment. Three principal
changes were made. First, the FADC boards are modified to accept the positive polarity
signals produced by the APT pre-amplifier boards. Second, the clock trigger is modified to
accept an external trigger. Finally, a serial event numbering scheme is implemented to tag
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APT events with HNX silicon strip data.
The FADC system is designed to readout the PMT signals from Cherenkov air showers
from the VERITAS array in Arizona. Such a system is inherently well-suited for its appli-
cation in the CERN beam test. It is capable of sampling at 500 Msps, a rate high enough
to resolve individual photo-electrons if necessary (although it was largely not), its deep 8 µs
memory depth is capable of capturing a significant portion of the slowly-decaying CsI:Na
waveform, and low jitter in the leading edge of fast rising pulses allows accurate cross-fiber
measurements.
The CERN FADC system consists of a an embedded single-board computer (SBC) run-
ning a Linux operating system, a single clock/trigger board, and 3 FADC boards. All of these
are housed in a single VME crate and share a common bus. The clock/trigger board provides
a common synchronous trigger to the accompanying FADC boards and its 500 MHz clock is
used to phase-lock the FADC boards’ own clocks to provide synchronous time sampling to
< 200 psec. The clock/trigger boards also provide useful fiduciary scalars for measuring the
event time, live-time, and event numbers as well as multiple custom serial inputs for event
number inputs. Within the slave FADC boards, digitization happens continuously with the
boards’ 10 channels and is continuously written to the 64 µs circular RAM until a trigger
signal initiates readout. When an external trigger is received by the clock/trigger board,
digitization is halted and the waveform is extracted and held in a buffer until read-out is
initiated. The specific time offset and read-out window are selectable with the DATA_WIDTH
and DATA_OFFSET parameters. The FADC boards have the additional ability to perform a
re-read of the board’s memory at a separate offset and width. These are controlled by the
REREAD_WIDTH and REREAD_OFFSET parameters. In practice, this was used to extend the
length of the read out window in order to capture as much of the tail of the CsI:Na signal
as possible. The specific values used in the CERN beam test are listed in table 5.1.
Read out of the FADC system is performed over a VME backplane into a VME computer
as a chained block transfer (CBLT). The CBLT is a direct memory access (DMA) technique
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that allows the boards to read out the contents of their buffers in a daisy-chained manner
independent of the SBC CPU. This is accomplished by the passing of a token between FADC
boards as each finishes its readout. The final board in the chain raises a general bus error
(BERR*) signal that is captured by the SBC CPU and halts the transfer. To the single-
board computer this appears as a single action with its contents saved to a pre-defined buffer
in system RAM. While zero-suppression is possible with the FADC system, it was not used.
Rather, the system was run in FULL_MODE wherein all channels read a memory section defined
by DATA_WIDTH.
The FADC system employs a system of gain switching to extend the dynamic range of
the read out. The input signal is split in two with one fed into a ×6 amplifier and the other
into a unity gain amplifier at a 35 ns delay. Under normal operation the high gain signal
is recorded; however, when the signal exceeds the ADC’s range, an analog switch is thrown
and the low gain channel is recorded instead. Figure 5.4 shows an example of this switching
on a CsI:Na pulse, as well as an unswitched trace. In the case of the CERN beam test, this
resulted in a complicated analysis as these regions had to be identified in the data.
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Fig. 5.4: Two trace readouts from the FADC system. (left) a typical low amplitude scintil-
lation event. (right) An event sufficiently bright to trigger the FADC system’s HILO gain
switch. The trace is from a WLS fiber SiPM.
Physically, the SBC, clock/trigger board, and FADC boards are housed in a custom
high-power 9U VME crate. In the CERN experiment, the VME crate housed an additional
high-voltage power supply for the light-integrating PMT as well as a VME voltage board
providing +12 V for the Peltier cooler fan and ± 5 V for the SiPM pre-amplifier boards. The
crate itself is housed in a wheeled enclosure that provided easy shipping and maneuverability
in the beam line. An array of fans within the enclosure provided constant air-cooling between
the boards. Figure 5.5 shows the FADC system used at CERN. Three FADC boards are
used to accommodate the 25 SiPM and one PMT signals from the APT prototype box.
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Fig. 5.5: Photo of the front of the FADC crate showing the clock/trigger board (red), the
three FADC boards (right), the SBC computer (center left), and the PMT HV power supply
(far left).
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Tab. 5.1: Relevant FADC system parameters used throughout the APT beam run.
5.2.3 SiPM voltage control and cooling
SiPM voltage control and cooling is handled independently of the FADC system by a separate
Raspberry Pi 3 B+ computer system running the Raspbian Linux operating system. The
system is located within its own housing attached to the light box, shown in figure 5.6. To
change the voltages, the Raspberry Pi interfaces with a Arduino Mega 2560 REV3 through
a USB-to-serial RS485 connector and is controlled by a command-line interface program
written by Washington University undergraduate Austin Stover. The Arduino Mega, in
turn, sets the SiPM voltage board’s digital voltage out using an SPI connection to the daisy-
chained boards. This allows for the individual or collective setting of SiPM voltages. The
analog voltage input comes from a Kepco voltage supply set to ∼ 50 V in order to supply
the <41 V used in the CERN beam test.
Temperature feedback is performed using a Robogaia temperature controller daughter
board attached to the Raspberry Pi. This board was modified by Professor Buckley to allow
a lower minimum temperature. A temperature sensor connects to the cold side of the Peltier
cooler and attaches to the temperature controller. A separate command utility by Austin
Stover allows the temperature controller to activate and deactivate the Peltier cooler in order
to set the temperature to a user-defined value. For the CERN beam test, the temperature
was set to ∼ -6◦ C.
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Fig. 5.6: The Raspberry Pi/Arduino piggy-back box that was responsible for voltage and
temperature control.
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5.2.4 Software design
As the CERN beam test was the first instance of the APT prototype’s exposure to an ion
beam the exact experimental parameters were unknown. In conjunction, the integration
with the other experiments was yet to be determined. At the initial start of the beam run
the adequate voltages and look back times were not known and had to be determined. To
that end, the software that controlled the FADC SBC and Raspberry Pi needed the ability
to tune parameters on demand. Because the physical presence of personnel was restricted to
a control room far removed from the beam area this had to be done from a remote control
computer. Additionally, due to the legacy nature of the FADC SBC, no data processing or
data archiving could be done locally. A graphical user interface (GUI) based client-server
program was developed and used as the solution. This is written in python using the QT5
framework for the interface. The GUI client ran on a computer located in H8A control room.
Because of the legacy operating system on the FADC SBC, the server is written in c. Figure
5.7 shows the physical network layout in both the beam area and control room.
The server and client communicate over a persistent TCP socket connection. The FADC
server acts as a simple listening client and waits to receive enumerated commands. To ensure
execution rendezvous, a series of check communications are exchanged between commands
and data transfer. The FADC server only requires the setting of parameters and the shuffling
of data over the network to the control computer. A mature c library of functions for inter-
facing with the FADC boards was previously developed by Karl Kosack and Marty Olevitch
and packaged as libfadc. Principally, this library allows the reading of the allocated CBLT
memory block and the setting of board parameters. When the FADC boards trigger, the
CBLT is initiated and the data is streamed to the client computer. On confirmation that the
client has successfully received the data, the FADC system resets and awaits a new trigger.
The client’s role is more encompassing and versatile. It is designed to meet three main
considerations: first, it is necessary to receive data and send commands to the server; second,
once it has a chained-block transfer from the server it needs to parse, store, time-stamp, and
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collate the data with other events; third, it needs to parse events in real time and plot their
waveforms to allow for adjustments in the experiment. To accomplish this simultaneously
while minimizing the dead time from computational overhead, data transfer and data parsing
are separated into their own sub-processes and are allowed to run separately. Figure 5.8 gives
a block-diagram overview of this process. Collections of chained-block transfer objects are
stored in memory until a count of 10,000 is reached, at which point each CBLT’s raw binary
32-bit words are parsed and stored in a FITS table. Each row of the table contains a CBLT
event with the columns corresponding to the crate’s data format. Waveform traces are stored
as vectors within a single element of the table.
Fig. 5.7: Block diagram showing the physical top-down networking layout of the APT CERN
beam test.
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Fig. 5.8: Block diagram showing the ADS data flow.
Fig. 5.9: Image of the CERN beamline with APT at the end.
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5.3 Data collection and analysis
As illustrated in figure 5.7 and touched on previously, data was collected and written to
the external computer (herc3) running the Linux Centos 7 operating system located in the
H8A control room. The computer was connected to the FADC SBC and Raspberry Pi via
a gigabit Ethernet cable running through patch panels that connected the beam area to the
control room. A gigabit switch completed the final leg of the connection into the control
computer. In order to segregate each network connection herc3 had three network interface
cards (NICs) — one for the SBC, one for the Raspberry Pi, and one for the CERN network
and internet access.
Data was taken under a number of different conditions, with different values of SiPM
bias voltage, detector arrangement, and beam configurations. However, by far the most
promising set of data was taken on the last night of acquisition when an HNX silicon strip
detector was placed behind APT to allow charge consistency cuts and cross-correlation of
events. This was taken on December 2, 2018 and comprises 5 spill-block FITS files totaling
50,000 events. Table 5.2 summarizes the relevant conditions of the run. Examination of
the data showed poor performance in multiple data channels of the APT prototype. Sub-
sequent examination of the red-green prototype showed possible delamination resulting in
some regions of separation between the crystal and fibers. This was likely due to incomplete
curing of the Sylgard 186. As a result, a limited number of fibers were used in the following
analysis. Specifically, channel 7 of FADC board 1 showed the best charge resolution.
5.3.1 Time-tagging
Originally, an event tagging scheme was to be employed in order to correlate events in
APT with the other experiments present in the beam line. The intended solution was to
feed the event number data of the SuperTIGER FEE boards to an unused register in the
FADC clock-trigger board via a front-end serial connection on the clock-trigger board. Upon
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Parameter Value
A/Z 2.4
SiPM Voltage 38.65 V
SiPM Temp. -6◦
PMT Voltage 910 V
Num. Events 50,000
Data set Ident. 120218/2
Tab. 5.2: Summary of the experimental parameters for the dataset used in this APT CERN
analysis.
examination of data at CERN, however, the event number records were found to be unusable;
the serial event data had apparent bit-shifting and was not usable for correlation with the
HNX data. Instead, UNIX timestamps recorded in software from both the HNX machine
and the APT client machine were used to correlate data. As the two machines clocks were
not synchronized and time-jitter was present in both systems’ time stamps, event correlation
required a number of steps. Additionally, the uncorrelated dead time of the CERN FADC
system eliminated a one-to-one matching of events. The APT data timestamps were recorded
at the time of arrival at the control computer.
The two principal challenges with correlating the APT and HNX events based on soft-
ware time-tagging were correcting the absolute timing offset in the data and matching APT
events with multiple HNX silicon strip events. Correcting for the timing offset using the
spill data was found to be, at best, computationally expensive. Furthermore, the high rates
of uncorrelated dead periods rendered this method untenable. The fact that APT’s events
represented only a small fractional subset of the SuperTIGER triggered events only compli-
cated the problem. Fortuitously, muon events during the 50 second inter-spill period were
of a low enough intensity that a one-to-one mapping could exist between the two data sets
such that dead time was inconsequential. A discrete correlation function was performed on
the arrival time differences and a sharp peak in the lag plot was found, as shown in figure
5.11. An absolute offset of ∼22 secs was found to be between the two data sets. Figure 5.10
shows an overlay of an APT spill-block data set on top of the larger HNX dataset.
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Fig. 5.10: Plot of the time-differences between adjacent events and their UNIX timestamps.
Inter-run muons were used to correlate times. The high rate spill events are located near 0
(∆t 1 s), inter-run muons are at ∆ > 1 s. Post-correlation APT event times are red and
overlaid on the black HNX data.
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Fig. 5.11: Correlation between APT and Si-strip Muon time-differences showing a clear spike
in the correlation function. The spike corresponds to the array index offset between HNX’s
recorded muon times and APT’s record muon times. Physically, this corresponds to ∼22 s.
5.3.2 HILO gain correction
The VERITAS FADC’s HILO gain switching presented challenges to getting an accurate
measurement of signal amplitude from an ion event. Due to the nature of the signal shape,
the first HILO gain switch occurred close to the rising edge of the SiPM signal, within the
first microsecond, where the bulk of light occurred along the profile. Exact characterization
of the gain difference between switching and the board-to-board and channel-to-channel
variation were not known. Additionally, because of the CsI:Na’s fluorescence signal’s very
long decay time being much longer than the width of a Cherenkov pulse from an extensive
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air shower, which the system was designed for, the HILO switch changed state back to high
gain before the waveform was restored to baseline. If the SiPM signal magnitude remained
above the 8-bit ADC’s maximum value of 255 after the HILO gain switching reverted to
high gain, the channel’s comparator did not subsequently trigger another low-gain state.
This led to high-gain saturation regions within sufficiently large (high-Z) events. Figure
5.13 shows this saturation effect after a return to the high-gain state. These three issues —
switching during the rise time, channel-to-channel gain variation and saturation effects —
made characterization by model fitting difficult.
Rather than fitting a model to the data, sums of the usable data were computed and scaled
according to the cumulative area of the regions missing due to saturation, switching, etc.
The cumulative area profile relied on the generation of a model SiPM CsI signal. Rather
than relying on a model of the behavior of the CsI signal through the SiPMs and front-
end electronics, a non-parametric pulse profile was constructed using principal component
analysis on the non-switched pulse profiles. Here, each sample in the waveform time series
was treated as a variable with the population of non-switched traces as separate realizations
of those variables.
Principal component analysis for time series is typically framed as a dataset of n obser-
vations or samples of a vector x of p-length variables. Here, each time sample is treated as
a separate variable. These variable were of course not independent of each other; the goal








Here, x1...xn are the individual waveforms in the dataset. The linear combination of columns
(time samples) of maximized variance can be defined as
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p∑
i=1
aixi = Xa (5.2)
with the variance of such a combination expressed in terms of the covariance matrix S:
var(Xa) = a′Sa. (5.3)
The principal components, then, are the eigenvectors of the equation:
Sa− λa = 0, (5.4)
or
[S − λI]a = 0. (5.5)
where λ is the component’s explained variance, or eigenvalues[91].
This method thus rendered each new component axis’ basis weights as the input signals
composing a typical waveform. This was therefore a non-parametric way to derive the
behavior of a CSI:Na pulse. Figure 5.14 and figure 5.15 show the first and second components
to the waveform signal, respectively. Figure 5.14 clearly shows the profile that was expected
of a CsI:Na scintillation event. Figure 5.15 shows the fast rising spike seen in some events,
likely due to direct ionization of the wavelength-shifting fibers by the nuclei.
A normalized cumulative area distribution was constructed from 5.14 and is shown in
figure 5.16. HILO gain switched and saturation areas were thus identified and excluded
in the analysis and the good-area sums, Sgood, were scaled according to the percentage of
missing data:




These corrected signal areas, Scorrected, were then used in the analysis comparing APT signals
to HNX Silicon strip data.
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Fig. 5.12: Plots of APT FADC readout showing HILO gain switching and their identified
start and end points.
Fig. 5.13: Plots of APT FADC readout showing a very high amplitude event. A second HILO
gain switch does not take place while the signal voltage is above the comparator threshold.
This results in a truncated trace and a delay HILO switch. The saturation regions are excised
from the analysis.
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Fig. 5.14: First PCA component showing the scintillation profile used to fill in HILO gain
regions. This provides a non-parametric model of a CsI:Na scintillation pulse.
Fig. 5.15: Second PCA component showing the ionization profile present in the traces.
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Fig. 5.16: Cumulative distribution of the first principal component decomposition. This
defines the scale factor by which multiple traces undergo HILO gain switching.
5.3.3 Cross comparison with silicon-strip detectors
Because the energy deposition and, ideally, light-yield of scintillators scale with Z2, the square
root of the corrected APT ADC signal sums was taken. Figure 5.19 shows the charge plot
for a single APT channel (FADC board 2, channel 7) as compared to HNX’s charge mea-
surements. A correlation was present and showed no indication of rolling over or saturating
in the scintillating crystal. A large diffuse cloud of ill-correlated points contaminated the
signal. This was likely the failing of the nearest time algorithm in matching APT events with
HNX events due to uncorrelated deadtimes and timing jitters present in the data. To refine
this data a second analysis was done using the charge-correlation present in the independent
PMT data to better select HNX events to pair with APT data.
The necessary first step was the isolation of the population of events that lie along the
charge cross-plot curve. This was done using the auxiliary PMT signal data recorded on the
last channel of the FADC system. Because the PMT collected the integrated signal from
the entire bottom plane on the APT prototype detector it displayed much better charge
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resolution than the WLS-SiPM signals. From this data events that were well correlated with
HNX were selected. Isolation of these events were done with a simple binning along the
HNX data axis and the maximum of each bin was selected. Figure 5.20 shows the result of
this isolation and figure 5.21 shows the tagged events mapped onto the WLS-SiPM signals.
Roll-over in the signal at high-Z was due to saturation in the PMT and to a change in the
decay profile of the PMT as it saturated. Because only the identification of clustered events
were sought from this data, this saturation had no effect on the analysis.
Using this subset of isolated charges, the charge-correlation in the nearest temporal neigh-
bor (fig. 5.19) plot could then be fitted with a cubic b-spline, as shown in figure 4.11. This
curve defined APT’s charge response to the nuclei in the beam, including any inherent lim-
itations in the HILO gain switch correction (see figure 5.22). The analysis was reran and
temporal neighbors around each APT event were selected such that they minimized the
distance to this charge-plot line. The number of neighbors checked was small, ∼5, and the
error between an APT event and its nearest temporal neighbor was on the order of the
time between HNX events. To define the collection of valid neighbors for consideration each
event in the APT dataset were given left and right boundaries in time. The boundaries were
defined as the midsection between adjacent events. This partitioned the dataset completely.
Running this algorithm and applying a fragmentation cut to ensure only events that passed
through APT without fragmenting resulted in the better resolved plot in figure 5.23. This
assignment process represented the most optimistic event matching between the two data
sets, with some induced biases.
Due to the imperfect nature of HILO correction two regions are identified and are shown
in figure 5.22. The lower HNX-assigned charge events up to ∼11 consist of entirely non-
switched high gain traces. Charge resolution is noticeably tighter in this regime and nuclei
charge groups can clearly be isolated. Figure 5.17 shows this lower charge regime with
charges highlighted by fitting Gaussians to each HNX-defined species and setting the limits of
inclusion as the FWHM of the fit. As the signal strength increases the HILO correction causes
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the break in the charge-correlation index around Neon. While a strong linear correlation
exists, the charge profile widens in APT. This is in all likelihood due to growth in the
signals’ errors as larger and larger fractions of the waveforms traces are unavailable for
measurement. Nevertheless, a linear fit on the charge groups defined by the same Gaussian
fitting shows strong linearity for Z up to and > 70 (Figure 5.18). The linear nature of the
CsI:Na scintillation response is a key result and a demonstration of APT’s ability to act as
a cosmic ray instrument from light elements up to the ultra-heavies.
Future beam tests that confirm these results while better accounting for the large dynamic
range required in the read out electronics and whose signals can be accurately measured
without having to account for potentially large systematics will be critical in establishing
the operational limits of APT.
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Fig. 5.17: Crossplot of charge species with Z < 11 showing the well defined charge groupings.
Events in this low signal amplitude regime do not undergo HILO gain switching and represent
the best measurement of the CsI:NA scintillation.
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Fig. 5.18: Linear fit to the z > 11 APT cross plot after selecting the neighbor that minimizes
the distance to the spline fit. Black points are those used in the fit. They are selected by
fitting a Gaussian to APT events on a per species basis as selected by HNX. Limits on the
grouping are defined by the FWHM of the fit.
Fig. 5.19: Crossplot of HILO corrected APT channel sums and silicon-strip detector charge
measurements. Events between the two experiments are paired according to the minimum
distance between them in time.
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Fig. 5.20: Crossplot between the APT integrating PMT signal and the HNX silicon strip
data. Highlighted charges are found by cutting on HNX determined species and binning the
data. The three bins about the maximum are flagged for further analysis.
Fig. 5.21: Crossplot showing the events flagged in the WLS fiber channel that cluster in the
integrating PMT channel. A spline is fit to the highlighted curve and defines the core of the
APT-HNX cross plot.
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Fig. 5.22: Full crossplot of the HILO-corrected APT data after selecting event neighbors
that lie closest to the APT-HNX line. Red points are events that underwent a HILO gain
switch. The break occurs roughly at neon and marks the knee in the cross plot.
Fig. 5.23: Full crossplot of the HILO-corrected APT data after selecting event neighbors




6.1 Instrument and electronics design
The SuperTIGER 2.3 Antarctic flight in 2019 provided a unique opportunity to test APT’s
design in a near-space environment. This APT prototype — designated APTlite — rep-
resents a significant advancement in the detector and an ambitious test of the technical
readiness of the instrument. Unlike the prototype used in the CERN beam test, the APTlite
device contains both x- and y-plane WLS fiber readouts. The CsI:Na crystal dimension was
expanded from 50 mm to 150 mm, increasing the detector area by a factor of nine. In order to
accommodate size, weight, and power limitation in a high altitude balloon flight the FADC
readout electronics used in the CERN beam test are replaced with TARGET/T5TEA digi-
tizing ASICs. This TARGET/T5TEA ASIC architecture is similar to the design envisioned
for the full APT instrument.
The APTlite instrument flown on SuperTIGER 2.3 represents the best simulacrum of the
full APT’s imaging calorimeter design achievable within the scope of the APT development
project.
6.1.1 APTlite prototype
Expanding on previous first generation prototypes, the APTlite detector consists of a 150mm
× 150mm × 5mm CsI:Na crystal with 128 red-green WLS fibers read out on the ends by
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Hamamatsu S14160-3050 3mm Silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs), see Figure 6.1. The top
and bottom WLS fiber planes are set orthogonally to each other in order to provide both x
and y position localization within the CsI:Na crystal. The 2mm wavelength shifting fibers
are bonded to the crystal with the same SYLGARD 186 silicone epoxy used in the CERN
beam run. In addition to the epoxy bonding, the WLS fibers are mechanically held in place
by aluminium panes that enclose the perimeter of the ICC prototype in order to provide
strain relief and prevent delamination. This was an issue in earlier prototypes. The entire
detector is enclosed in a white plastic hood to isolate the detector from any stray light that
may have entered the box. The detector — like the other components in the box — is
screwed to a thick base plate. This base plate is designed to both be mechanically rigid and
to act as a large thermal reservoir for the electronics within the box. Figure 6.2 shows the
APTlite box immediately before mounting on SuperTIGER.
The front-end electronics for the SiPMs consist of the same preamplifier and digital-to-
analog (DAC) voltage control boards used in the CERN beam test with minor modifications.
The preamplifier boards use ribbon cable connections, rather than MMCX connections, to
interface with the TARGET/T5TEA boards. The voltage control boards connect to the
PC/104 computer directly through GPIO pins rather than through an Arduino controlled
SPI connection scheme. While the voltage control could have been used to adjust individual
voltages like in the CERN beam test, the SiPM gains were found to be well matched (see
Chapter 4) and only the common voltage bias was changed during flight.
The flight control and data computer is a WINSYSTEMS PPM-C407A PC/104 single
board computer. It provides data acquisition, electronic and triggering control, and temper-
ature monitoring in addition to providing storage for collected data. This SBC was chosen
for its small 115.57 mm × 102.11 mm form factor and its ability to operate at temperatures
up to -40 ◦ C, a necessary consideration in the extreme environment of a high altitude bal-
loon flight. Data acquisition, triggering control, and temperature readout is accomplished
through a series of daughter boards connected to the PC/104 main board in a vertical stack.
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A PCM-MIO-G-1 board with 16 ADC inputs acts as a housekeeping board with 10 tem-
perature sensors providing monitoring of the instrument’s temperature throughout flight.
Table 6.1 lists the locations of the temperature sensors within the APTlite flight box. The
Ethernet port on the PC/104 is used to connect to the SuperTIGER network for ground
communication. For communication with the TARGET/T5TEA boards, a WINSYSTEMS
PPM-GIGE-2-POE dual gigabit Ethernet daughter board is attached to the PC/104 com-
puter. Each of the four TARGET/T5TEA boards connects to an Advantech EKI-2525I-BE
unmanaged gigabit switch which connects to the daughter board. Finally, triggering of the
TARGET/T5TEA boards is done using a ProASIC3 FPGA trigger board attached as the
final PC/104 expansion board. See 6.1.2 for details on the triggering scheme. This board
generates both a master trigger and a software initiated internal trigger for auxiliary data
taking. The FPGA board additionally has an output signal for pulsing an LED housed
within the detector hood. Data are saved to an internal 1 TB solid-state drive.
Fig. 6.1: The APTlite CsI:Na crystal and WLS fiber stack. Photograph by James Buckley.
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Fig. 6.2: Picture of APTlite prior to mounting on the SuperTIGER gondola. Adapted from
a photograph by James Buckley.
6.1.2 TARGETC readout electronics
Triggering on and digitization of the 128 SiPMs was accomplished with 4 TARGET/T5TEA
boards. Each plane of the APTlite instrument was read out by 2 dedicated boards. Table
6.2 shows the relevant settings used on all the boards. These values did not change during
flight. Values for Thresh and PMTref4 were set on the ground in Antarctica in conjunction
with SuperTIGER. While final integration of SuperTIGER was taking place, SuperTIGER
was triggered on muon data and APTlite was configured to trigger in coincidence with
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Sensor Number Location
Sensor 1 Base plate
Sensor 2 TARGET/T5TEA board 0 FPGA
Sensor 3 TARGET/T5TEA board 1 FPGA
Sensor 4 PC/104 CPU
Sensor 5 Ethernet switch
Sensor 6 Hskp Board
Sensor 7 x-plane heat pipe side 0
Sensor 8 x-plane heat pipe side 1
Sensor 9 y-plane heat pipe side 0
Sensor 10 y-plane heat pipe side 1













Tab. 6.2: Relevant TARGET/T5TEA board parameters used throughout the APTlite bal-
loon flight.
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SuperTIGER. A TARGET/T5TEA signal was split off from one of the detectors edge SiPMs
and fed into an oscilloscope. Using this oscilloscope trace the Thresh and PMTref4 were set
to trigger just above the noise floor of the SiPMs.
The triggering scheme used in flight is shown in figure 6.3. The set-up of the triggering
system involves both a board-level trigger and a detector-level trigger. This method allows
for the building of a higher level trigger within the APTlite detector. In this system, each
TARGET/T5TEA board generates T5TEA trigger signals if a fiber in its half-plane domain
is above threshold. Rather than using this signal to self-trigger, this trigger signal is passed
out of the boards to the central PC/104 trigger board. These board-level trigger signals
are collated along with the SuperTIGER trigger by the PC/104 FPGA board to generate a
master trigger. The selectable trigger logic used in the flight was
ST ∧ (X0 ∨X1) ∧ (Y0 ∨ Y1), (6.1)
where ST is the SuperTIGER trigger, X0 and X1 are each one half of the x-plane as read
out by a single TARGET/T5TEA board, and Y0 and Y1 are the y-plane equivalent. The
various component trigger signals are stretched to 500 ns within the PC/104 FPGA board
and are required to overlap in time to generate a coincident signal. This ensured that only
events that were detected in SuperTIGER and which were above threshold in both planes
of APTlite were recorded. Table 6.3 shows the 4 TARGET/T5TEA boards, identified by
I.P. address, with the sections of the planes and fiber numbers they served. In flight, for the
purposes of recording pedestal data, an APTlite-only trigger set-up was used:
(X0 ∨X1) ∧ (Y0 ∨ Y1). (6.2)
In this case, the SiPM voltages were not turned on and the TARGET/T5TEA boards were
read out using the internal trigger.
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Fiber Plane Board I.P. Board Number Fiber Numbers Served
X0 192.168.12.170 0 32 – 63
X1 192.168.12.171 1 0 – 31
Y0 192.168.12.172 2 0 – 31
Y1 192.168.12.173 3 32 – 63
Tab. 6.3: Information for mapping TARGET/T5TEA board data to APTlite plane identi-
fiers.
Fig. 6.3: Block diagram overview of the trigger scheme employed by the TARGET/T5TEA
boards in the APTlite balloon flight.
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6.1.3 Integration into SuperTIGER
APTlite was bolted to the SuperTIGER gondola directly below module 2, as shown in
figure 6.4. The light box was on the interior of the of the Mylar/foam insulating casing
that surrounded the SuperTIGER modules. In order to attempt to control instrument
heating, the foam directly below APTlite was left out, leaving only a thin layer of Mylar to
separate it from the outside environment. Power, communication, and triggering all came
from SuperTIGER. Power was supplied as a +24 V line in that was stepped down to the
required device voltages by DC-DC boards internal to the box. APTlite was assigned a
static I.P. address within SuperTIGER’s internal network and communicated to the other
network devices through the Support Instrumentation Package’s (SIP) provided ethernet
switch. The only method of ground communication was through Iridium OpenPort, which
also connected through the SIP switch. Iridium OpenPort is a global L-band voice and
data communication service utilizing a constellation of 66 Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites.
Because of the inherently limited bandwidth of OpenPort and the multiple devices using
the service APTlite was allotted ∼625 bytes/sec of bandwidth. This meant that very little
waveform data was able to be transferred in flight. The trigger signal into the APTlite
box came directly from the SuperTIGER front-end electronics. There was no event number
transfer associated with the incoming signal.
The relative position of APTlite to SuperTIGER was an important consideration. Be-
cause event number matching was not possible, trajectory information was used along with
time to match SuperTIGER and APTlite data records. If trajectory information was to be
used, the location of APTlite in SuperTIGER’s coordinate system needed to first be estab-
lished. Figure 6.5 shows the position of APTlite in SuperTIGER’s coordinate system. The
lateral (x and y) coordinate positions could be determined reasonably well only from 3D
models of the gondola. This is because the light box was rigidly mounted in these dimen-
sions. The z-axis, however, had larger uncertainty due to the fact that the SuperTIGER
modules rest on shocks that may shift the position of the module vertically relative to the
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gondola. As a check on the accuracy along the z-axis during reconstruction, the plane of
the APTlite detector was allowed to shift as a free parameter. The x- and y-variance of
the difference in the reconstructed intersection was calculated and the minima found, on
the assumption that the true z-position was where the distribution of intersections showed
tightest confinement. Comparison to the 3D model position showed a < 3 mm difference
from the intersection-derived position, giving reasonable confidence that the relative position
of APTlite was accurate.
Fig. 6.4: Model of APTlite’s physical location on the SuperTIGER gondola. Rendering by
Dana Braun.
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Fig. 6.5: Diagram showing the APTlite instrument box’s location relative to the Super-
TIGER coordinate system. Adapted from figure provided by Makoto Sasaki.
6.1.4 Software design
Communication with APTlite in flight was done through an Iridium OpenPort connection.
The OpenPort device was mounted on the antenna cross beam of the SuperTIGER gondola
and supplied by the Columbia Scientific balloon facility (CSBF). The connection from the
iridium antenna to APTlite was routed through the support instrument package (SIP) which
provided the network through which APTlite and SuperTIGER communicated and shared
data.
While the Iridium OpenPort connection offered high convenience and flexibility over other
communication methods like TDRSS due to the internet-like nature of the connection, it still
had distinct limitations that had to be considered when designing the communication and
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control software for APTlite. Principally, these were bandwidth and reliability concerns.
The OpenPort connection was only available while a LEO satellite was overhead. While
the Iridium constellation is designed to offer constant overlapping coverage around the the
world, in practice, periods of non-connectivity were common at the extreme latitudes of
Antarctica. Even when communication was available, dropped packets and high latency
between the payload and the ground were persistent. Attempts to control and alleviate
these issues were built into the communication and control software.
In contrast to the CERN beam test which used a TCP connection, device communication
over OpenPort for APTlite is done via user datagram protocol (UDP) packets using software
denoted as the Piggyback APT Data Software (PADS). This allows for a more lightweight
communication scheme and allows data integrity considerations to be handled in software
rather than at the network layer. This finer-grain control allows, for example, the aborting
of corrupted data transfers.
In contrast to the CERN beam test, PADS is designed to be nearly symmetric between
server (the PC/104 flight computer) and client (the ground computer). Both machines
can perform the roles of client and server, and commands can be initiated by either side.
This provides bidirectional transfer data, execution of arbitrary commands on the target
machine, editing of their own configuration, and the ability to perform error checking on
their data. Only implementation-specific additions differentiate the client from the server,
such as the flight computer’s control of the TARGET/T5TEA boards. Figure 6.6 gives an
overview of the server on the flight computer; the client runs similarly. At system start-up
the main PADS server is started. Because it was anticipated that hard power cycling could be
necessary, this start-up is done automatically at power-up. A main event loop spawns three
daughter threads that listen for incoming packets, parses their content, and sends outgoing
data. These tasks are segregated so that no task is blocked while others may be working.
In the flight computer, an additional process is spawned that loads the TARGET/T5TEA
settings and begins data acquisition; this was done to side step any potential issues with the
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python Global Interpreter Lock. This acquisition cycle runs continuously; the cycle records
data for 5 minute intervals, stops, and checks for requested changes in the board settings.
Recorded waveform data is periodically backed-up to a redundant drive in the SuperTIGER
pressure vessel via rsync.
An application protocol scheme was developed to ensure the commands and data were
transmitted with integrity. When a command is executed, the associated data is partitioned
into pieces the size of the Internet’s maximum UDP packet size, 1500 bytes. For each
partitioned chunk of data, an application header is allocated and prepended to the datagram.
The purpose of this header is to provide information to the receiving machine about the
nature of the data in transit. Figure 6.7 gives a schematic representation of this application
protocol. At the time of initiation, a unique identifier is generated and attached to the
communication. This allows identification of every command in the history of the flight,
allowing missed commands to be detected and resent. When a new command is received,
a buffer is opened and a timer started; the timer estimates the time-to-completion of the
incoming command. If the timer expires before the buffer is filled, a request to resend
the data is sent. This time-out procedure allows the receiving machine to log incomplete
transfers and request the re-sending of specific members of the transfer chain.
Log files of TARGET/T5TEA board state, event number, temperature, and status in-
formation are saved in triplicate. Logging is done both through the application itself and
through the Linux journaling program rsyslog. Every command is logged in the state that
it was sent over the wire in order to reconstruct the entire communication history of the
flight.
After each 5-minute acquisition cycle of the TARGET/T5TEA boards, plots of the cap-
tured waveforms are generated as low resolution images and occasionally transferred to the
ground for data quality monitoring.
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Fig. 6.6: Block diagram showing the internal PADS processes and how they interact with
the flight computer and SuperTIGER instrument.
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Fig. 6.7: Block diagram showing the application-layer protocol used by PADS to identify
and reconstructed transferred data.
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Fig. 6.8: Block diagram demonstrating how data transfer takes place over multiple packets
within the PADS software package. Commands are translated from python objects into raw
byte strings to be sent over the wire. Transfers that require multiple packets partition the
data at specific offsets and insert headers for reconstruction at the receiving machine. An
optional sha-256 hash can be sent as the first packet to ensure data integrity.
6.2 The 2019 Antarctic balloon season
The original scheduled departure date for the Washington University balloon team was
October 28, 2019. However due to numerous delays due to weather and logistical issues the
departure was pushed back to November 9, 2019. APTlite was hand carried by Brian Rauch
which allowed for a longer set-up and testing schedule than otherwise possible. The extended
testing showed higher operating temperatures for the instrument than in St. Louis. With
the light box fully sealed temperatures of > 75 ◦C were recorded by the flight computer. As
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Tab. 6.4: Summary of the 5-minute data runs taken at various voltages throughout the
APTlite balloon flight.
a result, heat strapping was added which attached the PC/104 to the base plate in an effort
to form a better conduction path to the box’s main thermal reservoir.
Integration and compatibility testing of SuperTIGER-2.3 was completed on December
12, 2019. SuperTIGER-2.3 was launched December 12, 2019 at 2:55 A.M. NZ. APTlite was
left unpowered during ascent to conserve the SuperTIGER batteries. Once SuperTIGER
reached float altitude, APTlite was powered-on and began taking data.
As part of the exploratory nature of the flight, data was taken at a number of voltages
and in different trigger configurations. In general, data was taken in a low voltage and
high voltage state. Table 6.4 shows the distribution of voltages over the APTlite data
set. The majority of the data was taken at 40.8 V, the nominal operating voltage of the
SiPMs. A number of pedestal files were taken with the SiPMs at 0.0 V. In this state the
TARGET/T5TEA boards were triggered with the the PC/104 computer’s software trigger.
Multiple pedestals were taken over the entire range of operating temperatures experienced
over the flight (see 6.2.1).
6.2.1 Thermal cycling and communication loss
While the the thermal load was expected to be high, the massive base plate was expected to
transfer heat away from the boards and into the surrounding gondola. However, inadequate
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thermal conduction between the base plate and the larger gondola support structure meant
that the APTlite was unable to reach a thermal equilibrium at an acceptable temperature.
This became evident upon power-up at SuperTIGER’s float altitude.
A strategy of thermal cycling the instrument was employed as a way to keep the duty cycle
as high as possible without risking potential damage to the instrument. This was enacted by
having the instrument powered on and recording data for 6 hours and powering it off to cool
for 6 hours. This cycling allowed the instrument to reach a base plate temperature of ∼30
◦C and cool down to the ambient 0 ◦C. Figure 6.9 shows this cycling over the first several
days of the flight.
In order to later correct the data for analysis, pedestals needed to be taken at along the
temperature curve of the instrument. This was done throughout the analysis by using the
pedestal file closest in temperature to every data file taken.
In order to see the effect of both temperature and voltage on trigger rate, a thermal cycle
was used to measure the APTlite trigger rate as a function of temperature. In this state,
data was not recorded (due to the high trigger rate) and the instrument’s trigger logic was
set to APTlite-only (eqn. 6.2). The number of triggers in 30 second intervals was recorded
and logged. Every 30 minutes the voltage was stepped down in increments of 0.2 V from a
starting voltage of 40.8 V. Figure 6.10 shows the result of this process. The rate measures
between discontinuities give an approximation of the voltage dependent gain of the entire
read out scheme. The 30 second measurements show the combined effect of the SiPM’s
gain dependence on temperature and on the TARGET/T5TEA read out’s performance on
temperature. Previous work in the CTA collaboration, however, showed that the effect
of temperature on the TARGET/T5TEA boards would be negligible in comparison to the
SiPM’s gain variation. These plots are limited by the underlying amplitude distribution
generated by the cosmic ray events.
Data collection continued until December 31, 2019. This occurred as SuperTIGER was
beginning its second circumnavigation of the pole. At this point all communication with
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the instrument over the OpenPort connection failed. The likely fault was in the SIP switch
which acted as the intermediary between the OpenPort antenna entry point and APTlite.
Originally, it was planned to allow APTlite to stay on continuously despite any temperature
problems during the final phase of the flight. Because APTlite was off, however, when
communication was lost, the instrument was never turned back on. This effectively ended the
APTlite flight. SuperTIGER continued to operate until January 16, 2020; when terminated
SuperTIGER landed on a high plateau 500 miles from McMurdo station. APTlite was
recovered and brought back to Washington University on January 29, 2020.
Fig. 6.9: Plot of APTlite base plate temperature as a function of time over several days.
Thermal cycling can be seen. Plot provided by SuperTIGER collaboration.
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Fig. 6.10: Plot of APTlite self-trigger rate with time and varying SiPM voltage. The system
was started up from a base plate temperature of 0 ◦C and allowed to run until reaching a
base plate temperature of ∼30 ◦C. The effect of temperature on SiPM gain can be seen with
the voltage regions.
6.3 Data collection and analysis
6.3.1 Trajectory reconstruction and event correlation
Analysis of the SuperTIGER flight data was performed by Makoto Sasaki and provided to
the APT collaboration. Of the data provided, the most pertinent to the analysis of APTlite
data was the recorded time of the cosmic ray event, the trajectory of the event, and the
reconstructed charge information. Data collection on APT also recorded the APT event
trigger time. As a first order correlation attempt, the APTlite flight computer synchronized
its system time with that of the SuperTIGER Module 2 computer via an NTP server-client
system. At the time of flight, this was thought to be sufficient to correlate events given both
systems’ expected event rates. On-ground analysis of the data showed that recorded event
times of both systems were off by up to seconds.
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In order to do a fine grain correction of the event times and correctly correlate events,
a discrete correlation was performed on event time data sets. This was accomplished by
discretizing time over a subset of both data sets and calculating the discrete correlation
function. Because of time jitter and inherent inaccuracies in the UNIX time stamps each
event time was convolved with a Gaussian kernel in order to spread the signal out over
time. The largest signal in the discrete correlation was selected to be the time offset between
data sets. Events between the two data sets were then correlated by selecting events in
SuperTIGER that were the closest in time to these time-corrected APT events. Figure 6.11
shows an example of the correlation peak.
Spatially, these events also had to be correlated. The reduced SuperTIGER data pro-
vided by Sasaki contained the reconstructed cosmic ray trajectory. This trajectory was
extrapolated through the plane of the APTlite CsI:Na crystal and spatial cuts were per-
formed. Only events that fell within the 150 mm × 150 mm area of the APTlite detector
at the location determined from 3D model data were used (see section 6.1.3). Figure 6.12
shows the z-plane at the depth of the APTlite detector. Intersections are marked and the
clustering of intersections at the putative APTlite location can be seen. The events that
did not pass through the APTlite detector area can be attributed to two dominant sources.
First, the event correlation based on UNIX time stamps bore some mismatched events, re-
sulting in trajectories far outside the APTlite detector bounds. Second — and unavoidably
— were physical processes that arose in the material between SuperTIGER and APTlite.
Cosmic ray events that were detected by APTlite necessarily passed through the interven-
ing SuperTIGER module enclosures and support structure. This resulted in fragmentation
and deflection of the cosmic rays or the generation of delta rays which may have spuriously
triggered APTlite readout.
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Fig. 6.11: Discrete correlation between SuperTIGER and APTlite UNIX time stamps after
being gaussian smoothed.
Fig. 6.12: Z-plane cross section at the location of the APTlitedetector plane. Black markers
indicate the location of a SuperTIGER-identified cosmic ray intersecting with the plane.
APTlite detector area is shown in red.
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6.3.2 Pulse profile and saturation correction
In order to measure the SiPM signal amplitudes resulting from a cosmic ray event the
digitized waveforms were fitted using a model typical of an electronic pulse profile. The
basic form of this model was provided by Michael Cherry and Samer Al Nussirat. This form
was that of a rising exponential multiplied by a falling exponential. However, it was modified
for the specific application to the TARGET/T5TEA pulse profile:
y(x;A, x0, tr, tf , y0, y1,m) =















tf ) + y1 xpeak 6 x < xend
(6.3)
Here, the model is broken into three domains: an initial pedestal fit with a linear model and
separate pulse profile fits joined at the pulse peak. In the equation, xedge is the rising edge
of the pulse, xpeak is the peak of the pulse profile, and xend is the last value in the sample
window. The parameters yr and yl are the fit values at the right and left sides of the peak;
they are used to enforce continuity in the model. The rising and falling time constants are
denoted by tt and tf , respectively. The linear portion of the fit was done to account for a
slight observed drift in the pedestal region before the rising edge of the pulse. Identifying
the location of the rising edge is key in calculating the WLS fiber signal pulse heights. The
pulse profile was fitted as two parts to accounts for an undershoot in the tail of the profile.
Figure 6.13 shows an example trace with the accompanying fit. The signal pulse height was
calculated between the leading edge of the pulse model and its peak.
The bulk of the data taken during the balloon flight was taken at a SiPM operating
voltage of 40.8 V. This has typically been the upper end of the operating voltage used for
data acquisition in the APTlite system. Like in the CERN beam test, this resulted in a large
fraction of the pulses saturating the electronic readout. However, unlike the CERN beam run,
the saturation that occurred in the APTlite waveforms was not well-structured or as easily
excisable. Figure 6.14 shows an example of this saturation effect. This effect is produced
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Fig. 6.13: A well-behaved APTlite trace read out from the TARGET/T5TEA boards with
an accompanying pulse profile fit.
when the shapers on the TARGET/T5TEA modules enter saturation[88]. Sometime after
the saturation, as the signal amplitude falls, the trace returns to its nominal behavior and
displays the decaying tail of the pulse.
In order to maximize the dynamic range of the instrument and increase the event statistics
— severely reduced due to the thermal cycling and communication loss — attempting to fit
to these events was a worthwhile endeavour. Reliably identifying the regions of saturation
were therefore critical to making any use out of the saturated waveforms.
Identification of the saturated regions took advantage of the change in variance of the
waveforms when the electronics enter saturation. Upon entering saturation, the variance of
the waveform precipitously dropped. This is shown in figure 6.15. For a data set of 40.8 V
events, the median standard deviation from within a trace’s saturation region was plotted
as a function of the trace amplitude. A rollover began at trace amplitudes of ∼2800. To
mark potential saturation regions in the traces, a rolling standard deviation was calculated
for an event above an absolute threshold. Table 6.5 shows these threshold values. From this
rolling standard deviation the rising edge of the trace could be found and thus one boundary
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Fig. 6.14: A large amplitude TARGET/T5TEA trace showing the profile entering saturation.





Tab. 6.5: The absolute signal thresholds that a TARGET/T5TEA trace must have exceeded
to be considered for saturation correction.
of the saturation region. The left-hand side of the region was found by searching the rolling
standard deviation for monotonically increasing regions. This is because as the trace profile
leaves saturation, the variance returns to its nominal, larger, value. By placing a floor on the
sample size of these regions, the right-hand boundary of the saturation region could reliably
be found.
With the saturation regions known the model was fit only to the rising edge and the
falling trail of the waveforms. Figure 6.16 shows the fitted result of this process.
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Fig. 6.15: A plot of the median rolling standard deviation of TARGET/T5TEA traces within
the initial rise of a scintillation pulse versus the maximum signal value of the trace. Note the
expected square-root form of the plot before saturation begins to take place. The population
in the top left is due to bad hardware channels in the TARGET/T5TEA readout. They are
low amplitude, high variance signals.
Fig. 6.16: The trace shown in figure 6.14 fitted with the pulse profile model after the satu-
ration regions have been identified.
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6.3.3 Event fitting
With measures of the signal amplitudes in individual fibers, the events were able to be
spatially examined. The profile of the events in channel-space was complex. Events could
be both highly spiked and heavy-tailed. Additionally, edge-effects were present in the data.
That is, events nearer the plane edges had their amplitudes boosted asymmetrically; this
was likely due to reflection at the edge of the crystal.
Because of these facts, the channel-space profile was fit using a two-sided Voigt profile.
The fit was defined as:
y(x;A,x0,σ1,γ1,y1,σ2,γ2,y2)=

A 2yr(yr+yl)Vp(x− x0;σ1, γ1) + y0 xstart 6 x < xpeak
A 2yl(yr+yl)Vp(x− x0;σ1, γ1) + y1 xpeak 6 x < xend
(6.4)





G(x′;σ)L(x− x′; γ) dx′. (6.5)
This was chosen because depending on the choice of σ and γ the function can either be
highly localized or quite broad in its presentation. Like the pulse profile fit in section 6.3.2,
the two-sided nature of the model allows for separate offsets — y0 and y1 — on either side
of the profile. Similarly, the yr and yl enforce continuity conditions on the profile. Figure
6.17 shows a the two-sided Voigt profile fit along with the individual saturated channel fits.
6.3.4 Charge comparison with SuperTIGER
Along with the trajectory information, the reduced SuperTIGER data also contained charge
information. With this, it was possible to create charge cross plots of the APTlite data.
Figure 6.18 shows this cross plot. The values for the APTlite signal were derived from the
two-sided Voigt fit and the trajectory information.
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Fig. 6.17: An APTlite event plotted in channel-space showing the two-sided Voigt fit (blue)
in both the x- (black) and y-planes (red). The inset shows the individual WLS fiber channel
signals and the corresponding pulse profile fits (green).
After all the APTlite events were saturation corrected and fitted with a Voigt profile the
amplitude was found in both planes of the data. The values from both planes were averaged
together to get the mean signal amplitude. In order to correct for the path length differences
of differing cosmic-ray trajectories, the aforementioned amplitudes were multiplied by cos θ,
where θ was the angle the trajectory makes with the normal vector of the APTlite detector.
Additional integrity cuts were made on the data set. First, an edge cut was applied such
that only events falling within the central 53 fibers of either plane were kept. This cut events
that may have entered at acute angles or which interacted with the WLS fibers that overhang
the detector when connecting to the SiPM read outs. Second, an amplitude consistency cut
was done on the data set. This cut required that the signal amplitude in both planes are
within 50% of each other. This fairly loose criteria served to cut out events that similarly
interacted in only one plane of the detector.
The poor charge resolution was likely due to the significant fragmentation of the incom-
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ing cosmic-rays from the large amount of intervening material between SuperTIGER and
APTlite combined with the strong energy dependence of the energy losses for these events.
The intervening material made it impossible to correct for the energy dependence of the
detected cosmic rays. Like the CERN beam test, mismatched event information was also
a likely cause for poor resolution. The conditions at CERN, with the low intervening mass
and very energetic beam well into the relatively energetic part of the ionization curve, were
able to better demonstrate the potential of APT as an ultra-heavy cosmic-ray instrument.
Despite this, the ability to measure the signal both in the individual WLS fibers and in the
instrument as a whole demonstrated APTlite’s ability to act as a cosmic ray detector and
provided a critical technology demonstration.
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Fig. 6.18: Cross plot of the model-fitted event amplitudes of APTlite data versus Super-
TIGER reconstructed charge information. Silicon and Iron abundances are labeled.
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Future prospects of gamma-ray
binaries with APT
The current generation of gamma-ray instruments have brought forth a tantalizing new class
of astrophysical sources. While responsible for their discovery, it appears that the current
generation of instruments fall short of providing the necessary observational depth required
to truly define high-mass gamma-ray binaries as a source class. Because HMGBs emit most
of their power above 1 MeV, observational data that leads to a more complete understanding
of the physics of HMGBs is likely to come from HE and VHE gamma-ray observatories. The
completion of the H.E.S.S. galactic plane survey — the apparent home of these objects —
means that the probability of future discoveries in TeV with current generation instruments
is low. Likewise, continued coverage by Fermi, the premier GeV observatory of the age,
beyond the 12 years of all-sky GeV data it has already accumulated will likely only result
in marginal source population expansion[92]. This fact is particularly compounded by the
apparent subset of sources, like HESS J0632+057, that do not strongly emit in the GeV
energy band.
The forthcoming coming Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) will address the TeV regime
with a differential sensitivity ∼5 times lower than the current H.E.S.S. and VERITAS
arrays[93]. A galactic survey by such an instrument will likely result in a handful of new
gamma-ray binaries[92]. However, an important determination of high-mass gamma-ray bi-
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Fig. 7.1: Model of the spiral arms the galaxy based on mappings [13]. The 6 HMGBs whose
distances are known are plotted. The inner ring is the distance to 1FGL J1018.6-5856, the
furthest known galactic HMGB. The outer ring is the scaled APT distance based on its
simulated EA. The sun is displayed as a red star.
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nary detection is the frequency of visits to the source[92]. Because of this, the CTA array will
still have similar shortcomings as previous VHE observatories: a low cadence. In contrast,
an instrument such as APT can provide continuous and uniform all-sky coverage from ∼0.3
MeV – TeV energies with an order of magnitude greater effective area than Fermi. This
would allow an overlapping energy band with CTA and provide continuous monitoring of
the sky. Highly variable, transient, objects like PSR J2032+4127 — which may be missed
by CTA without prior notification — would be within view of APT.
In the following, we attempt to quantify the number of HMGBs that an APT mission
would detect based solely on the larger effective area of APT compared to Fermi-LAT.
Wenlei Chen’s simulations of APT are used as the basis for APT’s effective area. A model
of the galactic arms is constructed and the positions of known HMGBs are plotted. The




where A is a scaling factor while B and N define the sweep angle of the arm[94]. The arm
location is based off a multiwavelength study of galactic star formation regions[13]. This
procedure is similar to that in [92]. Figure 7.1 shows this galactic model along with the 6
HMGBs whose distances are known.
The flux received from a point source object can be expressed in terms of its luminosity,
L, and distance, R, as
F = L4πR2 . (7.2)
Over a broad range of energies, from 1 GeV to 1 TeV, the effective areas of both instruments
are, to first approximation, constant. Using the effective areas from figure 4.10 for both APT
and Fermi, an object with the same intrinsic luminosity and integral flux over some energy
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This approximation assumes a similar instrument response function between the telescopes.
Six of eight known HMGBs have their GAIA-derived distances known, shown in table
7.1. The distances show that most binaries are located within our immediate galactic neigh-
borhood; 1FGL J1018.6-5856, the furthest, lies 3.3 kpc away. Using this value as estimate
of the Fermi-LAT detection horizon for HMGBs and scaling by distance 7.3 places APT’s
reach at ∼9 kpc, well into the galactic core. Observation of the galactic core population of
HMGBs is an intriguing prospect. An appreciable detection of high-mass gamma-ray bina-
ries would challenge the current model of a colliding wind system as the galactic center is
not believed to be a location of active star formation. However, a population of HMGBs has
been proposed to explain both the EGRET/Fermi GeV of the galactic bulge and the 0.511
MeV positron annihilation flux. These models could be tested with APT.
The galactic model in 7.1 is used to estimate the galactic arm mass fraction available to
APT. Consideration was restricted to the arms because not all mass is relevant for HMGBs
— only those regions where O and Be stars are plentiful are of interest. The perpendicular
mass distribution along the arms was estimated with a Gaussian distribution with σ = 0.5
kpc, confining the bulk to within 1 kpc of the arm. Using 1FGL J1018.6-5856 as the putative
Fermi horizon showed only 8.5% of the galactic arm mass available. In contrast, the scaled
APT horizon contained 44% of the galactic arm mass. APT would increase the observed
galactic arm mass fraction by a factor of 5. Figure 7.2 shows this mass fraction with distance
from Earth.
An all-sky GeV instrument with an order of magnitude greater effective area has the
potential to push further the low end of the pulsar spin down population and probe both
ends to the binaries’ period distribution. High-mass gamma-ray binaries have the potential
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Fig. 7.2: The cumulative galactic arm mass fraction shown in figure 7.1 as view from Earth.
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Tab. 7.1: The six HMGBs whose distances have been measured with Gaia[14]
to open up our understanding of pulsar physics and evolution and provide a link in the chain
of compact binary evolution. A future instrument like APT would be able to leverage its
technical strengths into making meaningful progress in a fledgling — but impactful — topic
in high-energy particle astrophysics.
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